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INTERESTS
Some people fi nd it easy to follow their passion. They’ve 
always been nuts about music or horses or fashion. But what 
if we are not really sure what our thing is? Maybe we could 
think about the times in the last few weeks when we have felt 
absorbed by something, or remember the things we used to 
get a kick out of when we were children. One of those might 
just turn into a lifelong hobby or even a career.

VALUES
What values do we set great store by? Do we prize 
spontaneity or stability? Are we rather laid-back or strong-
willed? How crucial is commitment? How highly do we 
rate tactfulness over frankness? When we know this, we 
can consider whether the choices we make are in line with
these values. 

POSSESSIONS
What kind of car would we ideally plump for? Maybe 
we always buy the same type of phone? These sorts of 
decisions can also say a lot about us. Or maybe we 
are not that into possessions themselves, but have a small 
collection of items with real sentimental value. The things 
we choose to use regularly or to surround ourselves with 
can also defi ne us, which is why we might fi nd new friends 
checking out our books or music collection. 

TRIBE
Who do we choose to spend time with? Our ‘tribe’ is a key 
part of our identity. If we are a Real Madrid supporter, 
or a history student, or a kind-hearted volunteer, we’re 
already hanging out with like-minded people. If you haven’t 
found your tribe yet, be more open-minded – get out there, 
try some new things and meet some new people. 

When we know these things, it’s easier to be ourselves and 
to fi nd careers and the tribe that we really click with.

A

C

How well do we know ourselves? Do we understand 
what makes us tick? Take a moment to stop and think 
about the things that defi ne us.

VOCABULARY   Personality: compound adjectives, fi xed expressions, idiomatic phrases, verbs 
for thinking and understanding

GRAMMAR Continuous and perfect tenses

LISTENING  Understanding the main points of complex talks

SPEAKING  Keeping conversations going

WRITING  A blog post about the past

Identity01

1A VOCABULARY AND SPEAKING

1 SPEAKING Imagine you were in a radio programme 
about identities in which people were asked to 
describe themselves. What would you say?

2  1.2  Listen to three people being asked to describe 
themselves. What aspects of their identity does each 
person mention? Which aspects of identity are shown 
in photos A–D?
Carrie: where she comes from and where her family originally came from
Sarah: her job
James: his family, and his identity as a collector of Queen memorabilia

THE PERSON I KNOW BEST?
D

B

Photo A: culture, nationality, hobby
Photo B: ‘tribe’ and hobby
Photo C: family values, dedication, devotion
Photo D: nationality, patriotism

5

01
3  THINK BACK In pairs, decide which of the adjectives in 

the box describe each speaker from Exercise 2 best. 
Complete the table in your notebook and explain your 
choices. 

capable    compassionate    conceited    dedicated    
defensive    passionate    resilient    self-aware   self-centred
self-obsessed    tough    trustworthy    underconfi dent

Carrie Sarah James
self-aware, dedicated, 

passionate, 
underconfident

capable, 
compassionate, 

dedicated, tough, 
resilient, trustworthy

conceited, dedicated, 
passionate, 

self-obsessed, 
self-centred

Compound adjectives (personality)

4   1.2  Study Active Vocabulary. In your notebook, 
match the words from box A with the words from 
box B to make compound adjectives describing 
personality. Listen to the recording again and decide 
which of these adjectives you would use to describe 
the speakers.

A  absent    forward    high    highly    kind    laid    like    
narrow    street    strong    thin    tight

B  back    fi sted    hearted    looking    minded (x3)    
skinned    spirited    strung    willed    wise

1 absent-minded 2 forward-looking 3 high-spirited 4 highly-strung
5 kind-hearted 6 laid-back 7 like-minded 8 narrow-minded 9 streetwise
10 strong-willed 11 thin-skinned 12 tight-fisted 
Speaker 1- high-spirited Speaker 2- kind hearted, streetwise
Speaker 3- narrow-minded

ACTIVE VOCABULARY | Compound adjectives

A compound adjective is made up of more than one 
word, but describes a single idea. They often use 
a hyphen when they come before a noun, e.g. She’s 
a world-famous singer. When they go after a noun, 
the hyphen is generally dropped, e.g. The singer is world 
famous.
There are many possible ways of forming compound 
adjectives:

• adjective + adjective, e.g. red-hot
• adjective + noun, e.g. full-time
• adjective + gerund, e.g. good-looking, middle-aged
• adverb + adjective, e.g. hard-working
• adverb + past participle, e.g. highly-strung
• noun + adjective, e.g. lifelong, world-famous, streetwise
• noun + gerund, e.g. eye-catching
• noun + past participle, e.g. tongue-tied
• prefi x + adjective, e.g. underconfi dent, overcooked

Most compound adjectives are stressed on the second 
part of the compound, but compounds formed by a noun 
+ gerund or past participle are usually stressed on the 
fi rst part of the compound.

5  SPEAKING Which of the adjectives from Exercises 3 
and 4 would or wouldn’t you use to describe yourself? 
Explain why. What adjectives would other people use 
to describe you? Think about your parents, siblings, 
neighbours, friends or teachers. 

6  Read the article about identity on page 4. In pairs, 
discuss the questions.

1  Why is it important to get to know yourself?
Knowing yourself makes it easier to get the life you want.

2  Which of the four elements of identity do you fi nd 
most important? Say why. 

Personality adjectives and values

7  Find fi ve nouns in the text that describe di� erent 
values and form adjectives from them. Which of these 
values are important to you? Say why.

 passion – passionate
spontaneity – spontaneous, stability – stable, commitment – committed, 
tactfulness – tactful, frankness – frank

8 Use the adjectives from the box to form nouns 
describing values. In your notebook, write them in 
order of importance. Then compare your lists in small 
groups.

assertive    discreet    humble    inclusive    merciful    
sincere

assertiveness, discretion, humility, inclusiveness/inclusivity, mercy, sincerity

Fixed expressions

9  In your notebook, match the highlighted expressions 
from the text with the defi nitions.

1  Have a feeling of excitement and energy. get a kick out of

2  Not be very keen on something. be not that into

3  Match with. be in line with

4  Something which makes us behave in a certain way.
what makes us tick

5  Hit it o�  with someone. click with

6  Reveal our traits. say a lot about us

7  Be crazy about something. be nuts about

8  Choose. plump for

9  Consider something to be important. set great store by

10  Look at the highlighted expressions again. In your 
notebook, complete the questions with one word in 
each gap. Then discuss them in pairs.

1  Given the choice between a day out walking in the
hills and a day in bed, which would you plump  for? 
Say why.

2  Do you agree that your clothes can say  a lot 
about you?

3  What cartoon characters were you nuts  about
as a kid?

4  What is the best way to fi nd out what makes someone
tick  ?

11 SPEAKING In your notebook, make some notes about 
yourself under the headings below. Then discuss them 
in pairs. Use the vocabulary from the lesson.

• Interests
• Values  
• Possessions
• Tribe

I can use compound adjectives to talk about personality.

ITN Documentary video

Lesson 1A

1

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASS

• After Exercise 3, ask students to choose 
six adjectives from the task and write six 
gap-fill sentences. In pairs, they swap 
sentences, complete them and check 
their answers with their partner.

• After Exercise 8 (or for homework), ask 
students to write a short paragraph 

4

INTERESTS
Some people fi nd it easy to follow their passion. They’ve 
always been nuts aboutbeen nuts about music or horses or fashion. But what been nuts about music or horses or fashion. But what been nuts about
if we are not really sure what our thing is? Maybe we could 
think about the times in the last few weeks when we have felt 
absorbed by something, or remember the things we used to 
get a kick out ofget a kick out of when we were children. One of those might get a kick out of when we were children. One of those might get a kick out of
just turn into a lifelong hobby or even a career.

VALUES
What values do we set great store byset great store by? Do we prize 
spontaneity or stability? Are we rather laid-back or strong-
willed? How crucial is commitment? How highly do we 
rate tactfulness over frankness? When we know this, we 
can consider whether the choices we make are in line withare in line with
these values. 

POSSESSIONS
What kind of car would we ideally plump forplump for? Maybe 
we always buy the same type of phone? These sorts of 
decisions can also say a lot about ussay a lot about us. Or maybe we 
are not that intoare not that into possessions themselves, but have a small 
collection of items with real sentimental value. The things 
we choose to use regularly or to surround ourselves with 
can also defi ne us, which is why we might fi nd new friends 
checking out our books or music collection. 

TRIBE
Who do we choose to spend time with? Our ‘tribe’ is a key 
part of our identity. If we are a Real Madrid supporter, 
or a history student, or a kind-hearted volunteer, we’re 
already hanging out with like-minded people. If you haven’t 
found your tribe yet, be more open-minded – get out there, 
try some new things and meet some new people. 

When we know these things, it’s easier to be ourselves and 
to fi nd careers and the tribe that we really click withclick with.

A

C

How well do we know ourselves? Do we understand 
what makes us tickwhat makes us tick? Take a moment to stop and think 
about the things that defi ne us.

VOCABULARY   Personality: compound adjectives, fi xed expressions, idiomatic phrases, verbs 
for thinking and understanding

GRAMMAR Continuous and perfect tenses

LISTENING  Understanding the main points of complex talks

SPEAKING  Keeping conversations going

WRITING  A blog post about the past

Identity01

1A VOCABULARY AND SPEAKING

1 SPEAKING Imagine you were in a radio programme 
about identities in which people were asked to 
describe themselves. What would you say?

2  1.2  Listen to three people being asked to describe 
themselves. What aspects of their identity does each 
person mention? Which aspects of identity are shown 
in photos A–D?
Carrie: where she comes from and where her family originally came from
Sarah: her job
James: his family, and his identity as a collector of Queen memorabilia

THE PERSON THE PERSON I KNOW BEST?
D

B

Photo A: culture, nationality, hobby
Photo B: ‘tribe’ and hobby
Photo C: family values, dedication, devotion
Photo D: nationality, patriotismPhoto D: nationality, patriotism

ITN Documentary video

James: his family, and his identity as a collector of Queen memorabilia

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES
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about identities in which people were asked to 
describe themselves. What would you say?

2  1.2  Listen to three people being asked to describe 
themselves. What aspects of their identity does each 
person mention? Which aspects of identity are shown 
in photos A–D?
Carrie: where she comes from and where her family originally came from
Sarah: her job
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5

01
3  THINK BACK In pairs, decide which of the adjectives in 

the box describe each speaker from Exercise 2 best. 
Complete the table in your notebook and explain your 
choices. 

capable    compassionate    conceited    dedicated    
defensive    passionate    resilient    self-aware   self-centred
self-obsessed    tough    trustworthy    underconfi dent

Carrie Sarah James
self-aware, dedicated, 

passionate, 
underconfident

capable, 
compassionate, 

dedicated, tough, 
resilient, trustworthy

conceited, dedicated, 
passionate, 

self-obsessed, 
self-centred

Compound adjectives (personality)

4   1.2  Study Active Vocabulary. In your notebook, 
match the words from box A with the words from 
box B to make compound adjectives describing 
personality. Listen to the recording again and decide 
which of these adjectives you would use to describe 
the speakers.

A  absent    forward    high    highly    kind    laid    like    
narrow    street    strong    thin    tight

B  back    fi sted    hearted    looking    minded (x3)    
skinned    spirited    strung    willed    wise

1 absent-minded 2 forward-looking 3 high-spirited 4 highly-strung
5 kind-hearted 6 laid-back 7 like-minded 8 narrow-minded 9 streetwise
10 strong-willed 11 thin-skinned 12 tight-fisted 
Speaker 1- high-spirited Speaker 2- kind hearted, streetwise
Speaker 3- narrow-minded

ACTIVE VOCABULARY | Compound adjectives

A compound adjective is made up of more than one 
word, but describes a single idea. They often use 
a hyphen when they come before a noun, e.g. She’s 
a world-famous singer. When they go after a noun, 
the hyphen is generally dropped, e.g. The singer is world 
famous.
There are many possible ways of forming compound 
adjectives:

• adjective + adjective, e.g. red-hot
• adjective + noun, e.g. full-time
• adjective + gerund, e.g. good-looking, middle-aged
• adverb + adjective, e.g. hard-working
• adverb + past participle, e.g. highly-strung
• noun + adjective, e.g. lifelong, world-famous, streetwise
• noun + gerund, e.g. eye-catching
• noun + past participle, e.g. tongue-tied
• prefi x + adjective, e.g. underconfi dent, overcooked

Most compound adjectives are stressed on the second 
part of the compound, but compounds formed by a noun 
+ gerund or past participle are usually stressed on the 
fi rst part of the compound.

5  SPEAKING Which of the adjectives from Exercises 3 
and 4 would or wouldn’t you use to describe yourself? 
Explain why. What adjectives would other people use 
to describe you? Think about your parents, siblings, 
neighbours, friends or teachers. 

6  Read the article about identity on page 4. In pairs, 
discuss the questions.

1  Why is it important to get to know yourself?
Knowing yourself makes it easier to get the life you want.

2  Which of the four elements of identity do you fi nd 
most important? Say why. 

Personality adjectives and values

7  Find fi ve nouns in the text that describe di� erent 
values and form adjectives from them. Which of these 
values are important to you? Say why.

 passion – passionate
spontaneity – spontaneous, stability – stable, commitment – committed, 
tactfulness – tactful, frankness – frank

8 Use the adjectives from the box to form nouns 
describing values. In your notebook, write them in 
order of importance. Then compare your lists in small 
groups.

assertive    discreet    humble    inclusive    merciful    
sincere

assertiveness, discretion, humility, inclusiveness/inclusivity, mercy, sincerity

Fixed expressions

9  In your notebook, match the highlighted expressions 
from the text with the defi nitions.

1  Have a feeling of excitement and energy. get a kick out of

2  Not be very keen on something. be not that into

3  Match with. be in line with

4  Something which makes us behave in a certain way.
what makes us tick

5  Hit it o�  with someone. click with

6  Reveal our traits. say a lot about us

7  Be crazy about something. be nuts about

8  Choose. plump for

9  Consider something to be important. set great store by

10  Look at the highlighted expressions again. In your 
notebook, complete the questions with one word in 
each gap. Then discuss them in pairs.

1  Given the choice between a day out walking in the
hills and a day in bed, which would you plump  for? 
Say why.

2  Do you agree that your clothes can say  a lot 
about you?

3  What cartoon characters were you nuts  about
as a kid?

4  What is the best way to fi nd out what makes someone
tick  ?

11 SPEAKING In your notebook, make some notes about 
yourself under the headings below. Then discuss them 
in pairs. Use the vocabulary from the lesson.

• Interests
• Values  
• Possessions
• Tribe

I can use compound adjectives to talk about personality.

about a person they know who 
is assertive, humble or sincere, 
including examples of their behaviour.

FURTHER PRACTICE

• Workbook pp. 2–3

• 1 ITN Documentary video Video 
Worksheet 1A Watch and Reflect, 
Workbook p. 129

• Photocopiable resource 1: Your other 
half, pp. 293, 305

• Extra digital activities: Vocabulary 
Checkpoint 1

ASSESSMENT

• Vocabulary Quiz 1

NEXT CLASS

Ask students to look for personality 
quizzes online and bring one to class – 
as a printout or saved on their phones. 

REFERENCES

• Audio script p. 185

• Video script p. 212
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resilient, trustworthy
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self-centred
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• noun + past participle, e.g. tongue-tied
• prefi x + adjective, e.g. underconfi dent, overcooked

Most compound adjectives are stressed on the second 
part of the compound, but compounds formed by a noun 
+ gerund or past participle are usually stressed on the 
fi rst part of the compound.

5  SPEAKING Which of the adjectives from Exercises 3 
and 4 would or wouldn’t you use to describe yourself? 
Explain why. What adjectives would other people use 
to describe you? Think about your parents, siblings, 
neighbours, friends or teachers. 

6  Read the article about identity on page 4. In pairs, 
discuss the questions.

1  Why is it important to get to know yourself?
Knowing yourself makes it easier to get the life you want.

2  Which of the four elements of identity do you fi nd 
most important? Say why. 

Personality adjectives and values

7  Find fi ve nouns in the text that describe di� erent 
values and form adjectives from them. Which of these 
values are important to you? Say why.

 passion – passionate
spontaneity – spontaneous, stability – stable, commitment – committed, 
tactfulness – tactful, frankness – frank

8 Use the adjectives from the box to form nouns 
describing values. In your notebook, write them in 
order of importance. Then compare your lists in small 
groups.

assertive    discreet    humble    inclusive    merciful    
sincere

assertiveness, discretion, humility, inclusiveness/inclusivity, mercy, sincerity

Fixed expressions

9  In your notebook, match the highlighted expressions 
from the text with the defi nitions.

1  Have a feeling of excitement and energy. get a kick out of

2  Not be very keen on something. be not that into

3  Match with. be in line with

4  Something which makes us behave in a certain way.
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10  Look at the highlighted expressions again. In your 10  Look at the highlighted expressions again. In your 10
notebook, complete the questions with one word in 
each gap. Then discuss them in pairs.

1  Given the choice between a day out walking in the
hills and a day in bed, which would you plumpplump  for? 
Say why.

2  Do you agree that your clothes can saysay  a lot 
about you?

3  What cartoon characters were you nuts  about
as a kid?

4  What is the best way to fi nd out what makes someone
tick  ?

11 SPEAKING In your notebook, make some notes about 
yourself under the headings below. Then discuss them 
in pairs. Use the vocabulary from the lesson.

• Interests
• Values  
• Possessions
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I can use compound adjectives to talk about personality.

about a person they know who • Photocopiable resource 1: Your other NEXT CLASS
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1 If you go to a party, how do you make 
an entrance?
a  I’m the one playing the trumpet as 

I walk in.
b  I quickly look round the room and go 

and join someone I know.
c I don’t go to parties.

2 If you turn up at a fancy dress party 
and discover you’re the only one in 
costume, what do you do?
a Try to see the funny side.
b Enjoy being the centre of attention.
c Fancy dress parties should be banned!

1B SPEAKING AND VOCABULARY

I can use paraphrases to check and summarise information.

1 Read the personality quiz above. In pairs or small 
groups, discuss the quiz items and answer the 
questions below.

1 Do you ever do online personality quizzes? Say why.
2 Based on the questions, what do you think a live wire

and a wet blanket mean? 
A wet blanket is a person who doesn’t enjoy anything and stops other 
people enjoying themselves.  A live wire is someone who is very active 
and full of energy.

2 Look at the idioms describing personality from the 
quiz. What do you think they mean? How would you 
express them in Polish?

a cold fi sh    a dark horse    a go-getter    
a mover and shaker    a smart alec    a smart cookie   
a soft touch

3 Answer the questions.

1 Are any kinds of personality quizzes accurate? 
Say why.

2 When might personality tests be used to make serious 
decisions in life?

4  1.3  Listen to a careers advisor being interviewed 
about how she uses personality tests and decide 
if statements 1–6 are true (T) or false (F). Write the 
answers in your notebook.

1  It is usual for someone to leave university without a 
clear idea of their future career. T

2  Rose believes you need to be self-aware in order to 
fi nd the right career. T

3 Psychometric tests are usually quick and easy to do. F
4  Rose thinks it is more important to get the right 

qualifi cations for a job than to have the right personality. F
5  Rose thinks the interviewer should change the job 

he’s doing at the moment. F
6  The interviewer agrees with Rose’s assessment of his 

personality. T

5 How did the interviewer show that he is interested in 
and listening to the speaker? By rephrasing and summarising 
what she said to make certain he was following her.

6  1.3  Study the Speaking box and listen again. 
In your notebook, write the phrases which are used in 
the interview.

SPEAKING | Paraphrasing what you hear 

    Checking understanding  
 To put it another way …
In other words … ✓
If I’m hearing you correctly …
So you’re saying (that) … ✓
Let me get this straight …
Summarising
 Essentially, … ✓
Simply put, …
In a nutshell, …
So, what it boils down to is that … ✓

7 Are the following statements arguments in favour of 
or against using psychometric tests as part of a job 
interview?

1  If a candidate is nervous, they may not show much of 
their personality during an oral interview. F

2  The candidate may answer the test questions 
dishonestly, especially if they know what the 
interviewer wants to hear. A

3 It can be expensive to administer and mark the tests. A
4  Hiring the wrong person can be an expensive mistake 

so it’s better to know as much about them 
as possible. F

5  People who fi nd exams anxiety-provoking may do 
badly in psychometric tests. A

6  A candidate for a job is unlikely to tell you about 
a weakness themselves. F

8 In pairs, follow the instructions.

• Student A, use the information in Exercise 7 in favour of 
psychometric testing to explain why it is a good idea. 

• Student B, listen and use the phrases from the 
Speaking box to check understanding.

• Change roles. Student B, explain why psychometric 
testing is not a good idea, and Student A, check 
understanding.

3 If the party you’re at is dull, what do you do?
a  I’m a mover and shaker – I try to inject some life into 

the party!
b  Leave the party as soon as I can and find something 

better to do.
c  Have a bite to eat and talk to my friends – I’m 

a smart cookie so I won’t miss such an opportunity.
4 There is a dance competition at the party you’re at.

Do you take part in it?
a I’m going to win! I’m a go-getter – I’ll dance till I drop!
b  Nobody knows my dancing moves – I’m a dark horse of 

the dance floor. I want to surprise everybody and win 
the competition.

c  I’m a bit thin-skinned and not competitive at
all so I’ll pass this time. 

Are you a real live wire or a bit of a wet blanket?
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1C LISTENING AND VOCABULARY

I can understand the main points of a talk about genes and personality.

01

2 In your notebook, match the words from the box with 
defi nitions 1–11. Use a dictionary if necessary.

destiny    disposition    hereditary    imply    moulded    
nurture     o� spring    oversimplifi cation    proponents    
trait    vulnerability

 1 Character or personality. disposition

 2 Infl uenced or changed. moulded

 3  People who publicly support an idea. proponents

 4  The quality of being easily hurt. vulnerability

 5  A particular characteristic or way of behaving. trait

 6  Helping something or somebody, e.g. young children 
or plants, to develop. nurture

 7  Passed from parent to child. hereditary

 8  Children. offspring

 9  Making something so easy to understand that it is 
no longer true. oversimplification

 10  What will happen in the future. destiny

 11  Suggest. imply

3  1.4  PRONUNCIATION Look at the words in the box 
in Exercise 2 again and fi nd the syllables with the main 
stress. Listen and check. destiny disposition hereditary
imply moulded nurture offspring oversimplification proponents
vulnerability

4  You are going to listen to part of a talk about the 
relative infl uence of genes or environment on 
personality. In your notebook, make a list of four key 
points you think the speaker will make. Use the new 
vocabulary from Exercise 2.

5   1.5  Study Active Listening. Then listen and check 
which of your ideas from Exercise 4 are mentioned. 
What other ideas (if any) did the speaker talk about?

ACTIVE LISTENING |  Understanding the main 
points of complex talks

When speakers want to highlight the main points they 
are making, they often
• use a phrase that indicates something important, e.g.

Perhaps the fi rst thing to say is that …
 It is important to recognise that ... 
 … is also key. / Without doubt, … / The fact is …
• use a rhetorical question, e.g. 

So, what exactly do we mean by this?
 So, what does this tell us?
• repeat key words, e.g.

While your personality may be genetically infl uenced, 
your environment defi nitely can make a di� erence. 
If your parents encourage you to have a confi dent 
personality, for example, that will surely have an impact 
on how successful you are in later life.

• paraphrase to emphasise a point, e.g.
Nature refers to hereditary factors, everything handed 
down to us biologically from our parents, and their 
parents before them. In other words, that our genes 
predispose us to act a certain way.

• slow down the pace to emphasise a key point. 

6   1.5  Listen again. In your notebook, complete 
the sentences with the information from the recording.

1  Philosophers believed that hereditary factors have 
?  our character traits. 

2  People generally like to believe that they are 
? . 

3  Research shows that being assertive is a trait we 
probably ? . 

4  Separated shortly after birth, the Jim twins ?
until they were 39 years old. 

5  One could infer from the Jim twins’ story that their 
genes ?  their lives than environment. 

6  Ann and Judy had very di� erent upbringings, and Judy 
enjoyed ?  when playing outdoors. 

7  In adulthood, both sisters faced ? .
8  Apart from highly competitive situations, children 

raised in a caring environment are unlikely ?
in adult life.

7 SPEAKING In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions.

1 Why is it an oversimplifi cation to say that your 
personality is due to solely hereditary factors or solely 
nurture?

2 In what ways do you think that your disposition can 
a� ect your destiny? Give examples. 

3 Give at least one example of ways in which your 
parents or caregivers have attempted to mould your 
personality. Have they been successful? Say why.

8 REFLECT | Values In the future, scientists may be able 
to change someone’s personality through genetic 
engineering. What is your opinion on this?

1 SPEAKING In pairs or small groups, look at the cartoons. 
What do you think they mean? Explain why.

Exercise 2
A cold fish is a person who 
doesn’t show their feelings. 
A dark horse is a person who 
keeps their abilities secret. 
A go-getter is a person 
who is determined to be 
successful. 
A mover and shaker is 
a person with a lot of power 
and influence. 
A smart alec is a person who 
tries to look clever, in an 
annoying way.
A smart cookie is a clever 
person. 
A soft touch is a person who 
you can easily persuade to 
do what you want.

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASS

• Lead in to Exercise 1 by choosing one of 
the quizzes students have brought and 
reading it out to the class. Have students 
note down their answers. Then read out 
the results and see if students agree with 
their results. Time permitting, do another 
quiz. If students have brought printouts, 
you could display the remaining quizzes 
on the classroom wall.

• Do this activity after Exercise 2. In pairs, 
one student should choose an idiom 
from the exercise and explain the 
meaning without using any of the words 
that form the idiom. Their partner must 
guess the idiom. They take it in turns 
until all the idioms have been covered. 

FURTHER PRACTICE

• Workbook p. 4

NEXT CLASS

Ask students to do an Internet search to 
find out about nature vs nurture, and how 
these affect personality.

REFERENCES

• Audio script p. 185

Exercise 2

Psychometric tests

are a common part 
of job interviews 
and assessments. 
They examine 
an individual’s 
suitability for 
a position and 
organisation. The 
‘metrics’ part refers
to measuring, while 
the ‘psycho’ part 
refers to a person’s 
psychology. There 
are two kinds of 
psychometric tests: 
ability tests and 
personality tests. 
Ability tests measure
abilities like 
numeracy skills, 
ability to understand 
written information, 
ability to tackle 
abstract concepts and 
general problem-
solving skills. Such 
tests have right and 
wrong answers 
and there is a time 
limit for answering 
the questions. 
Personality tests 
examine how an 
individual is likely 
to behave in the 
workplace – for 
example, their
interpersonal style, 
task management 
preferences and 
how they organise 
their time. There 
are no right or 
wrong answers for 
personality tests.

6

If you go to a party, how do you make 
an entrance?
a  I’m the one playing the trumpet as 

I walk in.
b  I quickly look round the room and go 

and join someone I know.
c I don’t go to parties.

 If you turn up at a fancy dress party 
and discover you’re the only one in 
costume, what do you do?
a Try to see the funny side.
b Enjoy being the centre of attention.
c Fancy dress parties should be banned!

1B SPEAKING AND VOCABULARY

I can use paraphrases to check and summarise information.

1 Read the personality quiz above. In pairs or small 
groups, discuss the quiz items and answer the 
questions below.

1 Do you ever do online personality quizzes? Say why.
2 Based on the questions, what do you think a live wire

and a wet blanket mean? a wet blanket mean? a wet blanket
A wet blanket is a person who doesn’t enjoy anything and stops other 
people enjoying themselves.  A live wire is someone who is very active 
and full of energy.

2 Look at the idioms describing personality from the 
quiz. What do you think they mean? How would you 
express them in Polish?

a cold fi sh    a dark horse    a go-getter    
a mover and shaker    a smart alec    a smart cookie   
a soft touch

3 Answer the questions.

1 Are any kinds of personality quizzes accurate? 
Say why.

2 When might personality tests be used to make serious 
decisions in life?

4  1.3  Listen to a careers advisor being interviewed 
about how she uses personality tests and decide 
if statements 1–6 are true (T) or false (F). Write the 
answers in your notebook.

1  It is usual for someone to leave university without a 
clear idea of their future career. T

2  Rose believes you need to be self-aware in order to 
fi nd the right career. T

3 Psychometric tests are usually quick and easy to do. F
4  Rose thinks it is more important to get the right 

qualifi cations for a job than to have the right personality. F
5  Rose thinks the interviewer should change the job 

he’s doing at the moment. F
6  The interviewer agrees with Rose’s assessment of his 

personality. T

5 How did the interviewer show that he is interested in 
and listening to the speaker? By rephrasing and summarising 
what she said to make certain he was following her.

6  1.3  Study the Speaking box and listen again. 
In your notebook, write the phrases which are used in 
the interview.

SPEAKING | Paraphrasing what you hear 

    Checking understanding  
 To put it another way …
In other words … ✓
If I’m hearing you correctly …
So you’re saying (that) … ✓
Let me get this straight …
Summarising
 Essentially, … ✓
Simply put, …
In a nutshell, …
So, what it boils down to is that … ✓

7 Are the following statements arguments in favour of 
or against using psychometric tests as part of a job 
interview?

1  If a candidate is nervous, they may not show much of 
their personality during an oral interview. F

2  The candidate may answer the test questions 
dishonestly, especially if they know what the 
interviewer wants to hear. A

3 It can be expensive to administer and mark the tests. A
4  Hiring the wrong person can be an expensive mistake 

so it’s better to know as much about them 
as possible. F

5  People who fi nd exams anxiety-provoking may do 
badly in psychometric tests. A

6  A candidate for a job is unlikely to tell you about 
a weakness themselves. F

8 In pairs, follow the instructions.

• Student A, use the information in Exercise 7 in favour of 
psychometric testing to explain why it is a good idea. 

• Student B, listen and use the phrases from the 
Speaking box to check understanding.

• Change roles. Student B, explain why psychometric 
testing is not a good idea, and Student A, check 
understanding.

3 If the party you’re at is dull, what do you do? If the party you’re at is dull, what do you do?
a  I’m a mover and shaker – I try to inject some life into   I’m a mover and shaker – I try to inject some life into 

the party!
b  Leave the party as soon as I can and find something   Leave the party as soon as I can and find something 

better to do.
c  Have a bite to eat and talk to my friends – I’m   Have a bite to eat and talk to my friends – I’m 

a smart cookie so I won’t miss such an opportunity.a smart cookie so I won’t miss such an opportunity.
4 There is a dance competition at the party you’re at.There is a dance competition at the party you’re at.

Do you take part in it?
a I’m going to win! I’m a go-getter – I’ll dance till I drop! I’m going to win! I’m a go-getter – I’ll dance till I drop!
b  Nobody knows my dancing moves – I’m a dark horse of   Nobody knows my dancing moves – I’m a dark horse of 

the dance floor. I want to surprise everybody and win the dance floor. I want to surprise everybody and win 
the competition.

c  I’m a bit thin-skinned and not competitive at  I’m a bit thin-skinned and not competitive at
all so I’ll pass this time. all so I’ll pass this time. 

Are you a real live wire or a bit of a wet Are you a real live wire or a bit of a wet blanket?

A cold fish is a person who 
doesn’t show their feelings. 
A dark horse is a person who 
keeps their abilities secret. 
A go-getter is a person 
who is determined to be 

A mover and shaker is 
a person with a lot of power 

A smart alec is a person who 
tries to look clever, in an 

A smart cookie is a clever 

A soft touch is a person who 
you can easily persuade to 

ACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES • Do this activity after Exercise 2. In pairs, NEXT CLASS

If you go to a party, how do you make 
an entrance?
a

b

c
 If you turn up at a fancy dress party 

and discover you’re the only one in 
costume, what do you do?
a
b
c

1B

Are you a real live wire or a bit of a wet 
1

2 If you turn up at a fancy dress party 

Are you a real live wire or a bit of a wet Psychometric tests Are you a real live wire or a bit of a wet 
are a common part 

‘metrics’ part refers
to measuring, while 

refers to a person’s 
psychology. There 

psychometric tests: 

Ability tests measure

ability to understand 
written information, 

abstract concepts and 

solving skills. Such 
tests have right and 

and there is a time 
limit for answering 

individual is likely 

interpersonal style, 
task management 

how they organise 

wrong answers for 
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1 If you go to a party, how do you make 
an entrance?
a  I’m the one playing the trumpet as 

I walk in.
b  I quickly look round the room and go 

and join someone I know.
c I don’t go to parties.

2 If you turn up at a fancy dress party 
and discover you’re the only one in 
costume, what do you do?
a Try to see the funny side.
b Enjoy being the centre of attention.
c Fancy dress parties should be banned!

1B SPEAKING AND VOCABULARY

I can use paraphrases to check and summarise information.

1 Read the personality quiz above. In pairs or small 
groups, discuss the quiz items and answer the 
questions below.

1 Do you ever do online personality quizzes? Say why.
2 Based on the questions, what do you think a live wire

and a wet blanket mean? 
A wet blanket is a person who doesn’t enjoy anything and stops other 
people enjoying themselves.  A live wire is someone who is very active 
and full of energy.

2 Look at the idioms describing personality from the 
quiz. What do you think they mean? How would you 
express them in Polish?

a cold fi sh    a dark horse    a go-getter    
a mover and shaker    a smart alec    a smart cookie   
a soft touch

3 Answer the questions.

1 Are any kinds of personality quizzes accurate? 
Say why.

2 When might personality tests be used to make serious 
decisions in life?

4  1.3  Listen to a careers advisor being interviewed 
about how she uses personality tests and decide 
if statements 1–6 are true (T) or false (F). Write the 
answers in your notebook.

1  It is usual for someone to leave university without a 
clear idea of their future career. T

2  Rose believes you need to be self-aware in order to 
fi nd the right career. T

3 Psychometric tests are usually quick and easy to do. F
4  Rose thinks it is more important to get the right 

qualifi cations for a job than to have the right personality. F
5  Rose thinks the interviewer should change the job 

he’s doing at the moment. F
6  The interviewer agrees with Rose’s assessment of his 

personality. T

5 How did the interviewer show that he is interested in 
and listening to the speaker? By rephrasing and summarising 
what she said to make certain he was following her.

6  1.3  Study the Speaking box and listen again. 
In your notebook, write the phrases which are used in 
the interview.

SPEAKING | Paraphrasing what you hear 

    Checking understanding  
 To put it another way …
In other words … ✓
If I’m hearing you correctly …
So you’re saying (that) … ✓
Let me get this straight …
Summarising
 Essentially, … ✓
Simply put, …
In a nutshell, …
So, what it boils down to is that … ✓

7 Are the following statements arguments in favour of 
or against using psychometric tests as part of a job 
interview?

1  If a candidate is nervous, they may not show much of 
their personality during an oral interview. F

2  The candidate may answer the test questions 
dishonestly, especially if they know what the 
interviewer wants to hear. A

3 It can be expensive to administer and mark the tests. A
4  Hiring the wrong person can be an expensive mistake 

so it’s better to know as much about them 
as possible. F

5  People who fi nd exams anxiety-provoking may do 
badly in psychometric tests. A

6  A candidate for a job is unlikely to tell you about 
a weakness themselves. F

8 In pairs, follow the instructions.

• Student A, use the information in Exercise 7 in favour of 
psychometric testing to explain why it is a good idea. 

• Student B, listen and use the phrases from the 
Speaking box to check understanding.

• Change roles. Student B, explain why psychometric 
testing is not a good idea, and Student A, check 
understanding.

3 If the party you’re at is dull, what do you do?
a  I’m a mover and shaker – I try to inject some life into 

the party!
b  Leave the party as soon as I can and find something 

better to do.
c  Have a bite to eat and talk to my friends – I’m 

a smart cookie so I won’t miss such an opportunity.
4 There is a dance competition at the party you’re at.

Do you take part in it?
a I’m going to win! I’m a go-getter – I’ll dance till I drop!
b  Nobody knows my dancing moves – I’m a dark horse of 

the dance floor. I want to surprise everybody and win 
the competition.

c  I’m a bit thin-skinned and not competitive at
all so I’ll pass this time. 

Are you a real live wire or a bit of a wet blanket?
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1C LISTENING AND VOCABULARY

I can understand the main points of a talk about genes and personality.

01

2 In your notebook, match the words from the box with 
defi nitions 1–11. Use a dictionary if necessary.

destiny    disposition    hereditary    imply    moulded    
nurture     o� spring    oversimplifi cation    proponents    
trait    vulnerability

 1 Character or personality. disposition

 2 Infl uenced or changed. moulded

 3  People who publicly support an idea. proponents

 4  The quality of being easily hurt. vulnerability

 5  A particular characteristic or way of behaving. trait

 6  Helping something or somebody, e.g. young children 
or plants, to develop. nurture

 7  Passed from parent to child. hereditary

 8  Children. offspring

 9  Making something so easy to understand that it is 
no longer true. oversimplification

 10  What will happen in the future. destiny

 11  Suggest. imply

3  1.4  PRONUNCIATION Look at the words in the box 
in Exercise 2 again and fi nd the syllables with the main 
stress. Listen and check. destiny disposition hereditary
imply moulded nurture offspring oversimplification proponents
vulnerability

4  You are going to listen to part of a talk about the 
relative infl uence of genes or environment on 
personality. In your notebook, make a list of four key 
points you think the speaker will make. Use the new 
vocabulary from Exercise 2.

5   1.5  Study Active Listening. Then listen and check 
which of your ideas from Exercise 4 are mentioned. 
What other ideas (if any) did the speaker talk about?

ACTIVE LISTENING |  Understanding the main 
points of complex talks

When speakers want to highlight the main points they 
are making, they often
• use a phrase that indicates something important, e.g.

Perhaps the fi rst thing to say is that …
 It is important to recognise that ... 
 … is also key. / Without doubt, … / The fact is …
• use a rhetorical question, e.g. 

So, what exactly do we mean by this?
 So, what does this tell us?
• repeat key words, e.g.

While your personality may be genetically infl uenced, 
your environment defi nitely can make a di� erence. 
If your parents encourage you to have a confi dent 
personality, for example, that will surely have an impact 
on how successful you are in later life.

• paraphrase to emphasise a point, e.g.
Nature refers to hereditary factors, everything handed 
down to us biologically from our parents, and their 
parents before them. In other words, that our genes 
predispose us to act a certain way.

• slow down the pace to emphasise a key point. 

6   1.5  Listen again. In your notebook, complete 
the sentences with the information from the recording.

1  Philosophers believed that hereditary factors have 
?  our character traits. 

2  People generally like to believe that they are 
? . 

3  Research shows that being assertive is a trait we 
probably ? . 

4  Separated shortly after birth, the Jim twins ?
until they were 39 years old. 

5  One could infer from the Jim twins’ story that their 
genes ?  their lives than environment. 

6  Ann and Judy had very di� erent upbringings, and Judy 
enjoyed ?  when playing outdoors. 

7  In adulthood, both sisters faced ? .
8  Apart from highly competitive situations, children 

raised in a caring environment are unlikely ?
in adult life.

7 SPEAKING In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions.

1 Why is it an oversimplifi cation to say that your 
personality is due to solely hereditary factors or solely 
nurture?

2 In what ways do you think that your disposition can 
a� ect your destiny? Give examples. 

3 Give at least one example of ways in which your 
parents or caregivers have attempted to mould your 
personality. Have they been successful? Say why.

8 REFLECT | Values In the future, scientists may be able 
to change someone’s personality through genetic 
engineering. What is your opinion on this?

1 SPEAKING In pairs or small groups, look at the cartoons. 
What do you think they mean? Explain why.

Exercise 6
1 little influence on
2 in charge/control of their 
destiny / controlling their 
destiny
3 inherit from (our) parents
4 didn’t meet/see/contact 
each other / had no contact
5 had more impact / 
a stronger influence on
6 the company of / being 
with other kids
7 (similar) challenges/
difficulties in their 
marriages
8 to be aggressive/use 
aggression

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASS

• Lead in to Exercise 1 by asking students 
to discuss their findings regarding 
nature vs nurture in pairs or small 
groups. Which do they think is more 
important? Or do they play equal 
roles in determining character and 
personality? Why?

• After Exercise 7, ask students to work 
in the same pairs or groups to make 
a list of pros and cons of genetic 
engineering. Then discuss these as 
a class.

FURTHER PRACTICE

• Workbook p. 5

• Photocopiable resource 2: Nature or 
nurture?, pp. 293, 306

NEXT CLASS

Ask students to make a list of their good 
and bad habits.

REFERENCES

• Audio script p. 185

Exercise 5
Key ideas mentioned in the 
text (and how these are 
highlighted):
1 Perhaps the first thing 
to say is that historically, 
… the biggest influence is 
environment.
2 The fact is that it is 
probably more comfortable 
… how our personality 
develops.
3 It has become clear 
that [slower pace] our 
disposition does actually 
owe a great deal to our 
genes.
4 It is important to recognise 
that these twin studies 
… can make a difference. 
[slower pace here] Without 
doubt, the opportunities
you have in life are also key
… (Probably unsurprisingly, 
with better opportunities, 
Ann has … [repetition of key 
words])
5 So, what does this tell 
us? In many cases, … 
a particular gene is ever 
really switched on.

7

1C LISTENING AND VOCABULARY

I can understand the main points of a talk about genes and personality.

01

2 In your notebook, match the words from the box with 
defi nitions 1–11. Use a dictionary if necessary.

destiny    disposition    hereditary    imply    moulded    
nurture     o� spring    oversimplifi cation    proponents    
trait    vulnerability

 1 Character or personality. disposition

 2 Infl uenced or changed. moulded

 3  People who publicly support an idea. proponents

 4  The quality of being easily hurt. vulnerability

 5  A particular characteristic or way of behaving. trait

 6  Helping something or somebody, e.g. young children 
or plants, to develop. nurture

 7  Passed from parent to child. hereditary

 8  Children. offspring

 9  Making something so easy to understand that it is 
no longer true. oversimplification

 10  What will happen in the future. destiny

 11  Suggest. imply

3  1.4  PRONUNCIATION Look at the words in the box 
in Exercise 2 again and fi nd the syllables with the main 
stress. Listen and check. destiny disposition hereditary
implyply moulded nurture nurture nur offspring oversimplifioffspring oversimplifioff cation propoponents
vulnerability

4  You are going to listen to part of a talk about the 
relative infl uence of genes or environment on 
personality. In your notebook, make a list of four key 
points you think the speaker will make. Use the new 
vocabulary from Exercise 2.

5   1.5  Study Active Listening. Then listen and check 
which of your ideas from Exercise 4 are mentioned. 
What other ideas (if any) did the speaker talk about?

ACTIVE LISTENING |  Understanding the main 
points of complex talks

When speakers want to highlight the main points they 
are making, they often
• use a phrase that indicates something important, e.g.

Perhaps the fi rst thing to say is that …
 It is important to recognise that ... 
 … is also key. / Without doubt, … / The fact is …
• use a rhetorical question, e.g. 

So, what exactly do we mean by this?
 So, what does this tell us?
• repeat key words, e.g.

While your personality may be genetically infl uenced, personality may be genetically infl uenced, personality
your environment defi nitely can make a di� erence. 
If your parents encourage you to have a confi dent 
personality, for example, that will surely have an impact personality, for example, that will surely have an impact personality
on how successful you are in later life.

• paraphrase to emphasise a point, e.g.
Nature refers to hereditary factors, everything handed 
down to us biologically from our parents, and their 
parents before them. In other words, that our genes 
predispose us to act a certain way.

• slow down the pace to emphasise a key point. 

6   1.5  Listen again. In your notebook, complete 
the sentences with the information from the recording.

1  Philosophers believed that hereditary factors have 
?  our character traits. 

2  People generally like to believe that they are 
? . 

3  Research shows that being assertive is a trait we 
probably ? . 

4  Separated shortly after birth, the Jim twins ?
until they were 39 years old. 

5  One could infer from the Jim twins’ story that their 
genes ?  their lives than environment. 

6  Ann and Judy had very di� erent upbringings, and Judy 
enjoyed ?  when playing outdoors. 

7  In adulthood, both sisters faced ? .
8  Apart from highly competitive situations, children 

raised in a caring environment are unlikely ?
in adult life.

7 SPEAKING In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions.

1 Why is it an oversimplifi cation to say that your 
personality is due to solely hereditary factors or solely 
nurture?

2 In what ways do you think that your disposition can 
a� ect your destiny? Give examples. 

3 Give at least one example of ways in which your 
parents or caregivers have attempted to mould your 
personality. Have they been successful? Say why.

8 REFLECT | Values In the future, scientists may be able 
to change someone’s personality through genetic 
engineering. What is your opinion on this?

1 SPEAKING In pairs or small groups, look at the cartoons. 
What do you think they mean? Explain why.

Exercise 6
1 little influence on
2 in charge/control of their 
destiny / controlling their 
destiny
3 inherit from (our) parents
4 didn’t meet/see/contact 
each other / had no contact
5 had more impact / 
a stronger influence on
6 the company of / being 
with other kids
7 (similar) challenges/
difficulties in their 
marriages
8 to be aggressive/use 
aggression

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES • After Exercise 7, ask students to work NEXT CLASS

Exercise 5
Key ideas mentioned in the 
text (and how these are 
highlighted):
1 Perhaps the first thing Perhaps the first thing 
to say is thatto say is that
… the biggest influence is 
environment.
2 The fact is that
probably more comfortable 
… how our personality 
develops.
3 It has become clear 
that [slower pace] our 
disposition does actually 
owe a great deal to our 
genes.
4 It is important to recognise It is important to recognise 
that these twin studies 
… can make a difference. 
[slower pace here] 
doubt, the opportunitiesdoubt, the opportunities
you have in life 
… (Probably unsurprisingly, 
with better 
Ann has … [repetition of key 
words])
5 So, what does this tell So, what does this tell 
us? In many cases, …  In many cases, … 
a particular gene is ever 
really switched on.
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8

8

1 In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions.

1 Which of the habits in the photos do you think are 
good or bad? Say why.

2 Which of these habits do you have?
3 How easy do you think it is to change a habit? 

Say why.

2 What is the equivalent of these sayings in Polish? Do 
you agree with their meaning? Say why.

3  1.6  Listen. In your notebook, write down four 
pieces of advice Jack gives Cerys about how to develop 
better habits.

4 SPEAKING What do you think is the best piece of advice 
that Jack gives Cerys? Say why. Do you have any 
other advice for developing good habits or breaking 
unwanted ones?

1D GRAMMAR

Continuous and perfect tenses

5 THINK BACK Look at the extracts from the recording. 
What tenses are used in the underlined parts? 
Explain why.

Cerys 1Are you feeling OK? You look a bit hot and 
sweaty.

Jack I’m fi ne, 2I’ve just been running.
Cerys Oh, right. I didn’t know you were into that.
Jack 3I’ve just started, really. 4I’ve been doing

the Couch to 5k challenge.

Cerys 5I’ve never been able to run far without getting 
completely out of breath. 

Jack I can’t run quite that far yet, but 6I’ll be doing
a 5k run for charity in a few weeks.

Cerys 7Had you done much running before?

Jack 8I’m reading this really good book about how to 
develop good habits.

Jack Next week 9I will have been running every day for 
2 months.

Jack I found that 10I was starting to make excuses.

Jack 11I had been keeping quiet about my running, 
but then I realised if I told everyone I was running 
5k for charity, I’d have to keep it up. 

Jack Next time I see you, 12you will have completely 
changed your eating habits! 

Grammar Reference > page 162

You can’t teach an old 
dog new tricks.

A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.

I was always late for school, and
I 1had been getting/was getting into more and 
more trouble with the teachers. I would 
set my alarm, but fall asleep again 
straight after it 2 had gone off / went off. 
I’m not exactly strong-willed. But now 
I 3am finding / find it much easier to get up. 
Want to know my secret? The only way 
to turn off my alarm is to scan a QR 
code I keep in the bathroom. Next week I 4will have been 
on time every day for a month! My teachers can’t 
believe it. Such a good idea – I’m a smart cookie, 
that’s for sure!

I 5was spending way too much time on 
social media. One day I realised that 
I 6 had checked my account more than fi fty 
times that day! I 7 was thinking of deleting 
my account altogether, but that seemed 
a bit extreme, so I decided that I would 
always log out of the app. Just having to 
fi ll in the password every time makes it enough of 
a pain that I can’t be bothered to keep logging in and 
I 8 have reduced the number of times I check it to maybe 
once or twice a day. 

I used to be a bit of a couch potato, but 
my parents bought me a fi tness tracker 
for my birthday and I started walking 
10,000 steps a day. 
I 9have been doing it every day now since
I got the tracker. It’s been so many
days now that I don’t ever want to miss 
a day, so that keeps me really motivated. Next week, 
I 10will have been taking/will have taken 10,000 steps a day for 
a total of six months! I 11 am feeling / feel so much healthier.

1D GRAMMAR

I can use continuous and perfect tenses. 9

01
8 In your notebook, complete the texts with the correct 

continuous or perfect forms of the verbs from the box.

be    fi nd    get    go o� 

check    reduce    spend    think of

do    feel    take

9 SPEAKING Read the questions and make a notes in your 
notebook. Then, in pairs, answer the questions and 
give each other some useful advice.

1 Think about a habit you have that you would like to 
change or a new habit you’d like to develop. 
What impact has this habit (or not having this habit) 
had on your life up to now? Give specifi c examples.

2 What can you do to help yourself give up this habit 
or start the new habit? How will things be di� erent 
in six months’ time?

6 In your notebook, match the sentences with meanings 
a or b.

1 I’ve been reading a book about habits. b
I’ve read a book about habits. a
a I’m not reading the book anymore.
b I’m still reading the book.

2 I will be working. a
I will have been working. b
a I will be in the middle of my work.
b Some of my work will be complete.

3 I had been eating all day. a
I had eaten that day. b
a  I started eating at some point in the past and 

continued until later that day.
b I ate before something else happened that day.

4 I’ve come up with a great idea. a
I had a great idea. b
a I have a great idea now. 
b  I came up with a great idea at some point in the 

past.
5 I’m playing a lot of football. b

I play a lot of football. a
a This is something I always do. 
b  This is something I’ve been doing recently 

or temporarily.

7  In your notebook, complete the sentences with the 
correct continuous or perfect forms of the verbs in 
bold. Use a di� erent form in each sentence.

RUN
1 Recently, I have been running (or possibly have run) fi ve 

kilometres every day.
2 When I fi nish the marathon, I will have run

an incredible forty-two kilometres. 
3 I was running  for the bus when I tripped over my 

shoelace and fell fl at on my face.
4 When I started training for the marathon, 

I had never run  (never) for more than a few minutes.
READ
5 I’m a real bookworm. So far this month 

I have read  six books.
6 I had a bad dream last night, probably because 

I had been reading / had read  a scary book before I went to 
sleep.

7 Don’t message me this evening. I will be reading
my book and I don’t like being interrupted. 

8 I’ve got a headache. Maybe it’s because 
I have been reading  without wearing my glasses.

LIVE
 9 While I am living  here, I want to make the most 

of the weather and go for a walk every day.
10 By the time you come and visit, I will have been living / will

have lived  here for six months. 
11 I have lived  in several di� erent countries.
12 I didn’t eat very healthily when I was living

in New York – too much fast food. 

Exercise 3
1 Don’t make big changes 
all at once – do it in small 
steps.
2 Make the good habit 
easier and more attractive 
and the bad habit harder 
and less attractive.
3 Try to change your view 
of who you are, e.g. I’m 
a person who doesn’t eat 
junk food.
4 Tell other people about 
what you’re doing so you’ll 
be embarrassed if you stop.

Exercise 5
1 Present Continuous – 
at this exact moment
2 Present Perfect 
Continuous – explaining 
a present result
3 Present Perfect Simple – 
recent action with present 
relevance (with just)
4 Present Perfect 
Continuous – an ongoing 
action which started in the 
past and is still continuing
5 Present Perfect Simple 
– state that started in the 
past and continues to the 
present
6 Future Continuous – action 
that will be taking place in 
the future at a specific time
7 Past Perfect Simple – 
an action that is completed 
before a time in the past
8 Present Continuous 
– action taking place 
around now (not this exact 
moment)
9 Future Perfect Continuous 
– an action which is still 
ongoing at a point in the 
future
10 Past Continuous – 
an action in progress at 
a point of time in the past
11 Past Perfect Continuous – 
an ongoing situation before 
a specific time in the past
12 Future Perfect Simple – 
an action which we expect 
to be completed by a point 
in the future

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASS

• Start the class by referring students 
to the lists they made at home and 
getting them to discuss in pairs. If time 
allows, invite a few students to share 
their lists with the class.

• Do this activity after Exercise 5. In pairs, 
ask students to think of another 

physical activity (e.g. swimming, 
skiing, doing aerobics) and rewrite the 
extract from the recording accordingly. 
Students can then act out their 
dialogues for the class. 

• As an extension to Exercise 6, ask 
students to write their own paired 
sentences as in the task, using only 
continuous and perfect tenses. In pairs, 

they swap sentences, complete the 
task and check their answers with 
their partner. Alternatively, they could 
write their sentences in pairs and 
then swap tasks and check answers 
in groups of four.

FURTHER PRACTICE

• Workbook pp. 6–7

8

1 In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions.

1 Which of the habits in the photos do you think are 
good or bad? Say why.

2 Which of these habits do you have?
3 How easy do you think it is to change a habit? 

Say why.

2 What is the equivalent of these sayings in Polish? Do 
you agree with their meaning? Say why.

3  1.6  Listen. In your notebook, write down four 
pieces of advice Jack gives Cerys about how to develop 
better habits.

4 SPEAKING What do you think is the best piece of advice 
that Jack gives Cerys? Say why. Do you have any 
other advice for developing good habits or breaking 
unwanted ones?

1D GRAMMAR

Continuous and perfect tenses

5 THINK BACK Look at the extracts from the recording. 
What tenses are used in the underlined parts? 
Explain why.

Cerys 1Are you feelingAre you feeling OK? You look a bit hot and 
sweaty.

Jack I’m fi ne, 2I’ve just been runningI’ve just been running.
Cerys Oh, right. I didn’t know you were into that.
Jack 3I’ve just startedI’ve just started, really. 4I’ve been doingI’ve been doing

the Couch to 5k challenge.

Cerys 5I’ve never been able to run far without getting 
completely out of breath. 

Jack I can’t run quite that far yet, but 6I’ll be doingI’ll be doing
a 5k run for charity in a few weeks.

Cerys 7Had you doneHad you done much running before?

Jack 8I’m readingI’m reading this really good book about how to 
develop good habits.

Jack Next week 9I will have been runningI will have been running every day for 
2 months.

Jack I found that 10I was startingI was starting to make excuses.

Jack 11I had been keepingI had been keeping quiet about my running, 
but then I realised if I told everyone I was running 
5k for charity, I’d have to keep it up. 

Jack Next time I see you, 12you will have completely you will have completely 
changedchanged your eating habits! 

Grammar Reference > page 162

You can’t teach an old 
dog new tricks.dog new tricks.

Old habits die hard.

A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.

Don’t make big changes 
all at once – do it in small 

Make the good habit 
easier and more attractive 
and the bad habit harder 

Try to change your view 
of who you are, e.g. I’m 
a person who doesn’t eat 

Tell other people about 
what you’re doing so you’ll 
be embarrassed if you stop.

Present Continuous – 

Continuous – explaining 

Present Perfect Simple – 
recent action with present 

Continuous – an ongoing 
action which started in the 
past and is still continuing

Present Perfect Simple 
– state that started in the 
past and continues to the 

Future Continuous – action 
that will be taking place in 
the future at a specific time

Past Perfect Simple – 
an action that is completed 
before a time in the past

around now (not this exact 

Future Perfect Continuous 
– an action which is still 
ongoing at a point in the 

an action in progress at 
a point of time in the past

Past Perfect Continuous – 
an ongoing situation before 
a specific time in the past

Future Perfect Simple – 
an action which we expect 
to be completed by a point 

ACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES physical activity (e.g. swimming, they swap sentences, complete the 
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8

1 In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions.

1 Which of the habits in the photos do you think are 
good or bad? Say why.

2 Which of these habits do you have?
3 How easy do you think it is to change a habit? 

Say why.

2 What is the equivalent of these sayings in Polish? Do 
you agree with their meaning? Say why.

3  1.6  Listen. In your notebook, write down four 
pieces of advice Jack gives Cerys about how to develop 
better habits.

4 SPEAKING What do you think is the best piece of advice 
that Jack gives Cerys? Say why. Do you have any 
other advice for developing good habits or breaking 
unwanted ones?

1D GRAMMAR

Continuous and perfect tenses

5 THINK BACK Look at the extracts from the recording. 
What tenses are used in the underlined parts? 
Explain why.

Cerys 1Are you feeling OK? You look a bit hot and 
sweaty.

Jack I’m fi ne, 2I’ve just been running.
Cerys Oh, right. I didn’t know you were into that.
Jack 3I’ve just started, really. 4I’ve been doing

the Couch to 5k challenge.

Cerys 5I’ve never been able to run far without getting 
completely out of breath. 

Jack I can’t run quite that far yet, but 6I’ll be doing
a 5k run for charity in a few weeks.

Cerys 7Had you done much running before?

Jack 8I’m reading this really good book about how to 
develop good habits.

Jack Next week 9I will have been running every day for 
2 months.

Jack I found that 10I was starting to make excuses.

Jack 11I had been keeping quiet about my running, 
but then I realised if I told everyone I was running 
5k for charity, I’d have to keep it up. 

Jack Next time I see you, 12you will have completely 
changed your eating habits! 

Grammar Reference > page 162

You can’t teach an old 
dog new tricks.

A LEOPARD CANNOT CHANGE ITS SPOTS.

I was always late for school, and
I 1had been getting/was getting into more and 
more trouble with the teachers. I would 
set my alarm, but fall asleep again 
straight after it 2 had gone off / went off. 
I’m not exactly strong-willed. But now 
I 3am finding / find it much easier to get up. 
Want to know my secret? The only way 
to turn off my alarm is to scan a QR 
code I keep in the bathroom. Next week I 4will have been 
on time every day for a month! My teachers can’t 
believe it. Such a good idea – I’m a smart cookie, 
that’s for sure!

I 5was spending way too much time on 
social media. One day I realised that 
I 6 had checked my account more than fi fty 
times that day! I 7 was thinking of deleting 
my account altogether, but that seemed 
a bit extreme, so I decided that I would 
always log out of the app. Just having to 
fi ll in the password every time makes it enough of 
a pain that I can’t be bothered to keep logging in and 
I 8 have reduced the number of times I check it to maybe 
once or twice a day. 

I used to be a bit of a couch potato, but 
my parents bought me a fi tness tracker 
for my birthday and I started walking 
10,000 steps a day. 
I 9have been doing it every day now since
I got the tracker. It’s been so many
days now that I don’t ever want to miss 
a day, so that keeps me really motivated. Next week, 
I 10will have been taking/will have taken 10,000 steps a day for 
a total of six months! I 11 am feeling / feel so much healthier.

1D GRAMMAR

I can use continuous and perfect tenses. 9

01
8 In your notebook, complete the texts with the correct 

continuous or perfect forms of the verbs from the box.

be    fi nd    get    go o� 

check    reduce    spend    think of

do    feel    take

9 SPEAKING Read the questions and make a notes in your 
notebook. Then, in pairs, answer the questions and 
give each other some useful advice.

1 Think about a habit you have that you would like to 
change or a new habit you’d like to develop. 
What impact has this habit (or not having this habit) 
had on your life up to now? Give specifi c examples.

2 What can you do to help yourself give up this habit 
or start the new habit? How will things be di� erent 
in six months’ time?

6 In your notebook, match the sentences with meanings 
a or b.

1 I’ve been reading a book about habits. b
I’ve read a book about habits. a
a I’m not reading the book anymore.
b I’m still reading the book.

2 I will be working. a
I will have been working. b
a I will be in the middle of my work.
b Some of my work will be complete.

3 I had been eating all day. a
I had eaten that day. b
a  I started eating at some point in the past and 

continued until later that day.
b I ate before something else happened that day.

4 I’ve come up with a great idea. a
I had a great idea. b
a I have a great idea now. 
b  I came up with a great idea at some point in the 

past.
5 I’m playing a lot of football. b

I play a lot of football. a
a This is something I always do. 
b  This is something I’ve been doing recently 

or temporarily.

7  In your notebook, complete the sentences with the 
correct continuous or perfect forms of the verbs in 
bold. Use a di� erent form in each sentence.

RUN
1 Recently, I have been running (or possibly have run) fi ve 

kilometres every day.
2 When I fi nish the marathon, I will have run

an incredible forty-two kilometres. 
3 I was running  for the bus when I tripped over my 

shoelace and fell fl at on my face.
4 When I started training for the marathon, 

I had never run  (never) for more than a few minutes.
READ
5 I’m a real bookworm. So far this month 

I have read  six books.
6 I had a bad dream last night, probably because 

I had been reading / had read  a scary book before I went to 
sleep.

7 Don’t message me this evening. I will be reading
my book and I don’t like being interrupted. 

8 I’ve got a headache. Maybe it’s because 
I have been reading  without wearing my glasses.

LIVE
 9 While I am living  here, I want to make the most 

of the weather and go for a walk every day.
10 By the time you come and visit, I will have been living / will

have lived  here for six months. 
11 I have lived  in several di� erent countries.
12 I didn’t eat very healthily when I was living

in New York – too much fast food. 

• Photocopiable resource 3: 
It’s functional, pp. 293, 307

• Extra digital activities: Grammar 
Checkpoint 1

ASSESSMENT

• Grammar Quiz 1

NEXT CLASS

Ask students to find information online 
about an unusual language that is not 
spoken by many people.

REFERENCES

• Audio script p. 186

The Couch 
to 5k Challenge

is a nine-week running 
plan for people 
who are new to the 
activity. It involves 
running three times 
a week, with a day 
of rest in between, 
and a different 
schedule for each 
of the nine weeks. 
Couch to 5K starts 
with a combination of 
running and walking 
to build up fitness and 
stamina steadily over 
a period of time. For 
example, the runs in 
week 1 begin with 
a five-minute warm-
up walk, followed 
by alternate sixty 
seconds of running 
and ninety seconds of 
walking, for a total of 
twenty minutes. The 
challenge is completed 
in week 9, with a five-
minute warm-up walk 
followed by thirty 
minutes of running. 
Runners can download 
an app which helps to 
track their progress.

QR code

stands for ‘Quick 
Response code’. A QR 
code has information 
that can be read 
by a smartphone 
camera. It resembles 
a barcode but, instead 
of vertical stripes, it is 
made up of square-
shaped patterns. The 
technology was
developed in Japan. 
When scanned, the QR 
code allows the user 
to access information 
instantly – hence why 
it is called a Quick 
Response code. It can 
store a lot of data, 
including words 
and phrases such as 
internet addresses. 
Current mobile phones 
have a QR Code reader 
in the phone camera. 
In addition, there are 
free downloadable 
code reader apps for 
phones that do not 
come equipped with 
a built-in reader.

I was always late for school, and
I 1had been getting/was getting had been getting/was getting into more and 
more trouble with the teachers. I would 
set my alarm, but fall asleep again 
straight after it 2 had gone off / went offhad gone off / went off. 
I’m not exactly strong-willed. But now 
I 3am finding / find am finding / find it much easier to get up. 
Want to know my secret? The only way 
to turn off my alarm is to scan a QR 
code I keep in the bathroom. Next week I 4will have been 
on time every day for a month! My teachers can’t 
believe it. Such a good idea – I’m a smart cookie, 
that’s for sure!

I 5was spendingwas spending way too much time on 
social media. One day I realised that 
I 6 had checked my account more than fi fty 
times that day! I 7 was thinking of was thinking of deleting 
my account altogether, but that seemed 
a bit extreme, so I decided that I would 
always log out of the app. Just having to 
fi ll in the password every time makes it enough of 
a pain that I can’t be bothered to keep logging in and 
I 8 have reduced the number of times I check it to maybe 
once or twice a day. 

I used to be a bit of a couch potato, but 
my parents bought me a fi tness tracker 
for my birthday and I started walking 
10,000 steps a day. 
I 9have been doing have been doing it every day now since
I got the tracker. It’s been so many
days now that I don’t ever want to miss 
a day, so that keeps me really motivated. Next week, 
I 10will have been taking/will have takenwill have been taking/will have taken 10,000 steps a day for 
a total of six months! I 11 am feeling / feel am feeling / feel so much healthier.

I can use continuous and perfect tenses.

01
8 In your notebook, complete the texts with the correct 

continuous or perfect forms of the verbs from the box.

be    fi nd    get    go o� 

check    reduce    spend    think of

do    feel    take

9 SPEAKING Read the questions and make a notes in your 
notebook. Then, in pairs, answer the questions and 
give each other some useful advice.

1 Think about a habit you have that you would like to 
change or a new habit you’d like to develop. 
What impact has this habit (or not having this habit) 
had on your life up to now? Give specifi c examples.

2 What can you do to help yourself give up this habit 
or start the new habit? How will things be di� erent 
in six months’ time?

a day, so that keeps me really motivated. Next week, 

6 In your notebook, match the sentences with meanings 
a or b.

1 I’ve been reading a book about habits. b
I’ve read a book about habits. a
a I’m not reading the book anymore.
b I’m still reading the book.

2 I will be working. a
I will have been working. b
a I will be in the middle of my work.
b Some of my work will be complete.

3 I had been eating all day. a
I had eaten that day. b
a  I started eating at some point in the past and 

continued until later that day.
b I ate before something else happened that day.

4 I’ve come up with a great idea. a
I had a great idea. b
a I have a great idea now. 
b  I came up with a great idea at some point in the 

past.
5 I’m playing a lot of football. b

I play a lot of football. a
a This is something I always do. 
b  This is something I’ve been doing recently 

or temporarily.

7  In your notebook, complete the sentences with the 
correct continuous or perfect forms of the verbs in 
bold. Use a di� erent form in each sentence.

RUN
1 Recently, I have been running (or possibly have run)have been running (or possibly have run) fi ve 

kilometres every day.
2 When I fi nish the marathon, I will have run

an incredible forty-two kilometres. 
3 I was runningwas running  for the bus when I tripped over my  for the bus when I tripped over my 

shoelace and fell fl at on my face.
4 When I started training for the marathon, 

I had never run  (never) for more than a few minutes. (never) for more than a few minutes.
READ
5 I’m a real bookworm. So far this month 

I have read  six books.
6 I had a bad dream last night, probably because 

I had been reading / had readhad been reading / had read  a scary book before I went to  a scary book before I went to 
sleep.

7 Don’t message me this evening. I will be readingwill be reading
my book and I don’t like being interrupted. 

8 I’ve got a headache. Maybe it’s because 
I have been readinghave been reading  without wearing my glasses. without wearing my glasses.

LIVE
 9 While I am livingam living  here, I want to make the most  here, I want to make the most 

of the weather and go for a walk every day.
10 By the time you come and visit, I will have been living / willwill have been living / will

have lived  here for six months. 
11 I have lived  in several di� erent countries.
12 I didn’t eat very healthily when I was livingwas living

in New York – too much fast food. 

• Photocopiable resource 3: NEXT CLASS

The Couch 
to 5k Challenge

is a nine-week running 
plan for people 
who are new to the 
activity. It involves 
running three times 
a week, with a day 
of rest in between, 
and a different 
schedule for each 
of the nine weeks. 
Couch to 5K starts 
with a combination of 
running and walking 
to build up fitness and 
stamina steadily over 
a period of time. For 
example, the runs in 
week 1 begin with 
a five-minute warm-
up walk, followed 
by alternate sixty 
seconds of running 
and ninety seconds of 
walking, for a total of 
twenty minutes. The 
challenge is completed 
in week 9, with a five-
minute warm-up walk 
followed by thirty 
minutes of running. 
Runners can download 
an app which helps to 
track their progress.

 Read the questions and make a notes in your 

9

QR code

stands for ‘Quick 
Response code’. A QR 
code has information 
that can be read 
by a smartphone 
camera. It resembles 
a barcode but, instead 
of vertical stripes, it is 
made up of square-
shaped patterns. The 
technology was
developed in Japan. 
When scanned, the QR 
code allows the user 
to access information 
instantly – hence why 
it is called a Quick 
Response code. It can 
store a lot of data, 
including words 
and phrases such as 
internet addresses. 
Current mobile phones 
have a QR Code reader 
in the phone camera. 
In addition, there are 
free downloadable 
code reader apps for 
phones that do not 
come equipped with 
a built-in reader.
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10

10 I can identify specifi c details in a text and use verbs connected with understanding.

1E READING AND VOCABULARY

1 SPEAKING Look at the photos and discuss the questions.

1 What adjectives would you use to describe the bridge 
in picture A?

2 How many birds are there in picture B? How do you 
know?

3 How would you describe the position of the woman 
in picture C?

4 How would you describe the snow in picture D?

2 Read the article. How might speakers of di� erent 
languages answer the questions in Exercise 1?

3 Read the article again. In your notebook, match 
questions 1–7 with paragraphs A–D. Each paragraph 
may be chosen more than once.

In which paragraph does the author ...
1  describe research into the impact of a grammatical 

feature on the speaker’s perception? B
2  point out shortcomings in a specifi c piece of research? A
3  suggest an alternative explanation for linguistic 

relativity? C
4  outline a well-known theory about the e� ect of 

language on how we see the world? A
5  comment on the personal impact of speaking another 

language? D
6  mention a benefi t to perceiving the world di� erently? B
7  refer to research into the e� ect of language on 

character? D

4 SPEAKING What did you learn from reading the article 
that you did not know before?

5  Look at the highlighted verbs in the article. Then, 
for each sentence, choose one word that does NOT 
complete it correctly. Write the answers in your 
notebook.

1 Because you had lived in Brazil, I ?  you spoke 
Portuguese.
a grasped b assumed c concluded

2 It’s hard to ?  how much the world is likely to 
change in the next 50 years.
a comprehend b conceive c refl ect

3 They failed to ?  just how important the decision was. 
a recognise b contemplate c perceive

4 We’re ?  moving abroad.
a deducing b considering c contemplating

5 With di�  culty, he managed to ?  what she was trying 
to explain.
a assume b comprehend c grasp

6 From what I can ? , she’s actually been fi red, 
rather than resigning.
a gather b conceive c deduce

WATCH OUT!
Conclude has a similar meaning to deduce, but also 
has the sense of being a judgement arrived at after 
some thought, whereas deduce implies an immediate 
judgement.

6 In your notebook, complete the sentences with the 
correct words from Exercise 5. Then look back at the 
text and check.

1 Because snow is so much more present in their lives, 
they actually perceive  snow di� erently, 
and recognise  more subtle distinctions.

2 The key question is whether this implies that the 
languages mould the way they conceive of/perceive the 
world.

3 You may assume  that counting is a universal 
human trait but, in fact, not all languages have 
numbers.

4 We can probably deduce/conclude from this that they 
don’t feel the need to quantify precisely.

5 So, should we conclude/deduce that speakers of di� erent 
languages do indeed see the world from a di� erent 
perspective?

6 It is possible to comprehend/grasp something even if you 
don’t have a specifi c word for it. 

7 You may not have a word for every colour you see, 
but you will obviously grasp/comprehend that these 
colours are di� erent from each other.

8 It’s fascinating to consider/reflect that you might actually 
be a di� erent person when speaking a second 
language.

7 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 Do you feel as if you have a di� erent identity when 
you speak English?

2 How would you feel about people using an 
anglicisation of your name, e.g. Kate for Kasia?

3 Do you think you have changed as an individual 
because of the language(s) you have learned?

A

11

A Have you heard that the Inuit have hundreds of different 
words for snow? The theory goes that because snow is so 
much more present in their lives, and often of vital importance, 
they actually perceive it differently, and recognise more 
subtle distinctions between different types of snow and ice 
than those of us living in warmer climes. In fact, this theory 
is something of a myth, not least because there isn’t a single 
Inuit language, but a variety of dialects. However, recent 
research has shown that there is at least some truth in the idea 
that these dialects have more ways of distinguishing different
types of snow than many other languages do. The key question
though, isn’t really whether there are more words to describe 
frozen water so much as whether this implies that the languages 
spoken by the Inuit mould the way they conceive of the world.
This concept is referred to as linguistic relativity or, more 
famously, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, after two scientists who 
both wrote, separately, about this idea.

B There is certainly plenty of evidence that different 
languages (and cultures) appear to see the world through 
different fi lters. For example, speakers of Guugu Yimithirr, 
a language used in North Queensland, Australia, would always 
refer to someone’s position using the words for the directions: 
north, south, east and west. They wouldn’t say ‘that woman 
is standing in front of her house’, but something like ‘that 
woman is standing west of her house’. As a result, speakers 
of Guugu Yimithirr will naturally be far better than most of us 
at instantly knowing which direction they are facing. To give 
another example, you may assume that counting is a universal 
human trait, but, in fact, not all languages have numbers. 
The Pirahã people of the Amazon rainforest in Brazil simply 
distinguish between a smaller amount and a larger amount. 
We can probably deduce from this that they don’t feel the 
need to quantify precisely in the way that many of us do. 
European languages also differ in the way they see the world. 
For example, the word for bridge has a masculine gender 
in Spanish and a feminine gender in German. The cognitive 
scientist Lera Boroditsky carried out research where she asked 
Spanish and German speakers to describe a bridge and found 
that the Spanish speakers tended to use more stereotypically 
masculine adjectives, such as big and strong, whereas 
the German speakers used more stereotypically feminine 
adjectives, such as beautiful and elegant.
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C So, should we conclude that speakers of different 
languages do indeed see the world from a different 
perspective? Perhaps, frustratingly, the answer is likely to 
be yes and no. To begin with, it is possible to comprehend
something even if you don’t have a specifi c word for it. 
Imagine you were mixing paint, like you did in primary 
school, adding a drop of blue to a pot of red paint. You may 
not have a word for every colour you see as you add the blue 
drop by drop, but you will obviously grasp that these colours 
are different from each other. Similarly, while blue and green 
are clearly different colours, many languages don’t recognise 
this difference and have a word which describes both colours. 
This doesn’t mean that they see colour differently, but that 
they categorise it differently. The same could be said for 
the different types of snow, or different ways of looking at 
numbers and quantity. Ultimately, someone’s culture may say
a lot about how they see the world, and their culture is likely to 
be refl ected in their language. Whether that means that their 
language affects their thinking is yet to be conclusively proven.

D That said, many people do feel they take on a new 
identity when using another language. A 2006 study of 
bilingual Mexican-Americans, asked them to take a personality 
test in both English and Spanish. Amazingly, the results 
varied, depending on which language each individual was 
using. Undoubtedly, how much you pick up a culture 
alongside a language will depend on how and why you are 
learning it, and whether you wish to become part of the 
second language culture, but it’s fascinating to consider that 
you might actually be a (slightly) different person when 
speaking a second language.
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GLOSSARY
linguistic relativity  – a principle claiming that the 
structure of a language a� ects its speakers’ world view 
or cognition, and thus people’s perceptions are relative 
to their spoken language

C

D

DOES L ANGUAGE CHANGE 
HOW YOU SEE THE WORLD?
B

01

 1.7

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASS

 • As an extension to Exercise 4, ask 
students to tell the class about the 
unusual language they researched at 
home. Encourage discussion about why 
languages can develop differently.

• After Exercise 7, put students in small 
groups and ask them to compare their 
native language with English. They 
should consider similarities as well as 
differences. Give them a few minutes 
to discuss in their groups, then open up 
the discussion to the class. 

FURTHER PRACTICE

• Workbook pp. 8–9

NEXT CLASS

 Ask students to think about smells or 
songs that bring back memories for them, 
which they are happy to share with their 
classmates. Ask them to make notes for 
the next lesson.

The Inuit

are an indigenous 
people inhabiting the 
regions of northern 
Canada, as well as 
parts of Alaska and 
Greenland. They 
consider the land, 
water and ice 
contained in the Arctic 
region to be their 
homeland. For 
hundreds of years, the 
Inuit have relied on 
their natural resources, 
tools and skills to 
survive in the cold, 
bleak environments of 
the Arctic north. Being 
respectful of their 
environment and the 
creatures within it, 
they use all parts of the 
animal for food, 
clothes and tools, 
using them to make 
hunting equipment, 
warm coats, blankets 
and boats. However, 
dwindling numbers of 
ocean animals, such as 
whales, have left Inuit 
communities without a 
staple food source. As 
a result, the Canadian 
government has 
relocated the nomadic 
Inuit and settled them 
in permanent 
communities. By 
adapting to a Western 
lifestyle, their 
traditional way of life 
has come under threat. 
There are 
approximately 65,000 
Inuit spread across 
fifty-three 
communities in 
Canada.

10 I can identify specifi c details in a text and use verbs connected with understanding.

1E READING AND VOCABULARY

SPEAKING Look at the photos and discuss the questions.

1 What adjectives would you use to describe the bridge 
in picture A?

2 How many birds are there in picture B? How do you 
know?

3 How would you describe the position of the woman 
in picture C?

4 How would you describe the snow in picture D?

 Read the article. How might speakers of di� erent 
languages answer the questions in Exercise 1?

Read the article again. In your notebook, match 
questions 1–7 with paragraphs A–D. Each paragraph 
may be chosen more than once.

In which paragraph does the author ...
1  describe research into the impact of a grammatical 

feature on the speaker’s perception? B
2  point out shortcomings in a specifi c piece of research? A
3  suggest an alternative explanation for linguistic 

relativity? C
4  outline a well-known theory about the e� ect of 

language on how we see the world? A
5  comment on the personal impact of speaking another 

language? D
6  mention a benefi t to perceiving the world di� erently? B
7  refer to research into the e� ect of language on 

character? D

4 SPEAKING What did you learn from reading the article 
that you did not know before?

  Look at the highlighted verbs in the article. Then, 
for each sentence, choose one word that does NOT 
complete it correctly. Write the answers in your 
notebook.

1 Because you had lived in Brazil, I ?  you spoke 
Portuguese.
a grasped b assumed c concluded

2 It’s hard to ?  how much the world is likely to 
change in the next 50 years.
a comprehend b conceive c refl ect

3 They failed to ?  just how important the decision was. 
a recognise b contemplate c perceive

4 We’re ?  moving abroad.
a deducing b considering c contemplating

5 With di�  culty, he managed to ?  what she was trying 
to explain.
a assume b comprehend c grasp

6 From what I can ? , she’s actually been fi red, 
rather than resigning.
a gather b conceive c deduce

WATCH OUT!
Conclude has a similar meaning to deduce, but also 
has the sense of being a judgement arrived at after 
some thought, whereas deduce implies an immediate 
judgement.

6 In your notebook, complete the sentences with the 
correct words from Exercise 5. Then look back at the 
text and check.

1 Because snow is so much more present in their lives, 
they actually perceiveperceive  snow di� erently,  snow di� erently, 
and recogniserecognise  more subtle distinctions.

2 The key question is whether this implies that the 
languages mould the way they conceive of/perceiveconceive of/perceive the 
world.

3 You may assume  that counting is a universal  that counting is a universal 
human trait but, in fact, not all languages have 
numbers.

4 We can probably deduce/concludededuce/conclude from this that they  from this that they 
don’t feel the need to quantify precisely.

5 So, should we conclude/deduceconclude/deduce that speakers of di� erent  that speakers of di� erent 
languages do indeed see the world from a di� erent 
perspective?

6 It is possible to comprehend/graspcomprehend/grasp something even if you  something even if you 
don’t have a specifi c word for it. 

7 You may not have a word for every colour you see, 
but you will obviously grasp/comprehendgrasp/comprehend that these 
colours are di� erent from each other.

8 It’s fascinating to consider/reflectconsider/reflect that you might actually  that you might actually 
be a di� erent person when speaking a second 
language.

7 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 Do you feel as if you have a di� erent identity when 
you speak English?

2 How would you feel about people using an 
anglicisation of your name, e.g. Kate for Kasia?

3 Do you think you have changed as an individual 
because of the language(s) you have learned?

 mention a benefi t to perceiving the world di� erently? B

A

ACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES • After Exercise 7, put students in small FURTHER PRACTICE

1E

1

2

3

4

5

4

5

are an indigenous 
people inhabiting the 
regions of northern 
Canada, as well as 
parts of Alaska and 

consider the land, 

contained in the Arctic 

hundreds of years, the 
Inuit have relied on 
their natural resources, 

survive in the cold, 
bleak environments of 
the Arctic north. Being 

environment and the 
creatures within it, 
they use all parts of the 

using them to make 
hunting equipment, 
warm coats, blankets 
and boats. However, 
dwindling numbers of 
ocean animals, such as 
whales, have left Inuit 
communities without a 
staple food source. As 
a result, the Canadian 

relocated the nomadic 
Inuit and settled them 

adapting to a Western 

traditional way of life 
has come under threat. 

approximately 65,000 
Inuit spread across 
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10 I can identify specifi c details in a text and use verbs connected with understanding.

1E READING AND VOCABULARY

1 SPEAKING Look at the photos and discuss the questions.

1 What adjectives would you use to describe the bridge 
in picture A?

2 How many birds are there in picture B? How do you 
know?

3 How would you describe the position of the woman 
in picture C?

4 How would you describe the snow in picture D?

2 Read the article. How might speakers of di� erent 
languages answer the questions in Exercise 1?

3 Read the article again. In your notebook, match 
questions 1–7 with paragraphs A–D. Each paragraph 
may be chosen more than once.

In which paragraph does the author ...
1  describe research into the impact of a grammatical 

feature on the speaker’s perception? B
2  point out shortcomings in a specifi c piece of research? A
3  suggest an alternative explanation for linguistic 

relativity? C
4  outline a well-known theory about the e� ect of 

language on how we see the world? A
5  comment on the personal impact of speaking another 

language? D
6  mention a benefi t to perceiving the world di� erently? B
7  refer to research into the e� ect of language on 

character? D

4 SPEAKING What did you learn from reading the article 
that you did not know before?

5  Look at the highlighted verbs in the article. Then, 
for each sentence, choose one word that does NOT 
complete it correctly. Write the answers in your 
notebook.

1 Because you had lived in Brazil, I ?  you spoke 
Portuguese.
a grasped b assumed c concluded

2 It’s hard to ?  how much the world is likely to 
change in the next 50 years.
a comprehend b conceive c refl ect

3 They failed to ?  just how important the decision was. 
a recognise b contemplate c perceive

4 We’re ?  moving abroad.
a deducing b considering c contemplating

5 With di�  culty, he managed to ?  what she was trying 
to explain.
a assume b comprehend c grasp

6 From what I can ? , she’s actually been fi red, 
rather than resigning.
a gather b conceive c deduce

WATCH OUT!
Conclude has a similar meaning to deduce, but also 
has the sense of being a judgement arrived at after 
some thought, whereas deduce implies an immediate 
judgement.

6 In your notebook, complete the sentences with the 
correct words from Exercise 5. Then look back at the 
text and check.

1 Because snow is so much more present in their lives, 
they actually perceive  snow di� erently, 
and recognise  more subtle distinctions.

2 The key question is whether this implies that the 
languages mould the way they conceive of/perceive the 
world.

3 You may assume  that counting is a universal 
human trait but, in fact, not all languages have 
numbers.

4 We can probably deduce/conclude from this that they 
don’t feel the need to quantify precisely.

5 So, should we conclude/deduce that speakers of di� erent 
languages do indeed see the world from a di� erent 
perspective?

6 It is possible to comprehend/grasp something even if you 
don’t have a specifi c word for it. 

7 You may not have a word for every colour you see, 
but you will obviously grasp/comprehend that these 
colours are di� erent from each other.

8 It’s fascinating to consider/reflect that you might actually 
be a di� erent person when speaking a second 
language.

7 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 Do you feel as if you have a di� erent identity when 
you speak English?

2 How would you feel about people using an 
anglicisation of your name, e.g. Kate for Kasia?

3 Do you think you have changed as an individual 
because of the language(s) you have learned?

A

11

A Have you heard that the Inuit have hundreds of different 
words for snow? The theory goes that because snow is so 
much more present in their lives, and often of vital importance, 
they actually perceive it differently, and recognise more 
subtle distinctions between different types of snow and ice 
than those of us living in warmer climes. In fact, this theory 
is something of a myth, not least because there isn’t a single 
Inuit language, but a variety of dialects. However, recent 
research has shown that there is at least some truth in the idea 
that these dialects have more ways of distinguishing different
types of snow than many other languages do. The key question
though, isn’t really whether there are more words to describe 
frozen water so much as whether this implies that the languages 
spoken by the Inuit mould the way they conceive of the world.
This concept is referred to as linguistic relativity or, more 
famously, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, after two scientists who 
both wrote, separately, about this idea.

B There is certainly plenty of evidence that different 
languages (and cultures) appear to see the world through 
different fi lters. For example, speakers of Guugu Yimithirr, 
a language used in North Queensland, Australia, would always 
refer to someone’s position using the words for the directions: 
north, south, east and west. They wouldn’t say ‘that woman 
is standing in front of her house’, but something like ‘that 
woman is standing west of her house’. As a result, speakers 
of Guugu Yimithirr will naturally be far better than most of us 
at instantly knowing which direction they are facing. To give 
another example, you may assume that counting is a universal 
human trait, but, in fact, not all languages have numbers. 
The Pirahã people of the Amazon rainforest in Brazil simply 
distinguish between a smaller amount and a larger amount. 
We can probably deduce from this that they don’t feel the 
need to quantify precisely in the way that many of us do. 
European languages also differ in the way they see the world. 
For example, the word for bridge has a masculine gender 
in Spanish and a feminine gender in German. The cognitive 
scientist Lera Boroditsky carried out research where she asked 
Spanish and German speakers to describe a bridge and found 
that the Spanish speakers tended to use more stereotypically 
masculine adjectives, such as big and strong, whereas 
the German speakers used more stereotypically feminine 
adjectives, such as beautiful and elegant.
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C So, should we conclude that speakers of different 
languages do indeed see the world from a different 
perspective? Perhaps, frustratingly, the answer is likely to 
be yes and no. To begin with, it is possible to comprehend
something even if you don’t have a specifi c word for it. 
Imagine you were mixing paint, like you did in primary 
school, adding a drop of blue to a pot of red paint. You may 
not have a word for every colour you see as you add the blue 
drop by drop, but you will obviously grasp that these colours 
are different from each other. Similarly, while blue and green 
are clearly different colours, many languages don’t recognise 
this difference and have a word which describes both colours. 
This doesn’t mean that they see colour differently, but that 
they categorise it differently. The same could be said for 
the different types of snow, or different ways of looking at 
numbers and quantity. Ultimately, someone’s culture may say
a lot about how they see the world, and their culture is likely to 
be refl ected in their language. Whether that means that their 
language affects their thinking is yet to be conclusively proven.

D That said, many people do feel they take on a new 
identity when using another language. A 2006 study of 
bilingual Mexican-Americans, asked them to take a personality 
test in both English and Spanish. Amazingly, the results 
varied, depending on which language each individual was 
using. Undoubtedly, how much you pick up a culture 
alongside a language will depend on how and why you are 
learning it, and whether you wish to become part of the 
second language culture, but it’s fascinating to consider that 
you might actually be a (slightly) different person when 
speaking a second language.
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GLOSSARY
linguistic relativity  – a principle claiming that the 
structure of a language a� ects its speakers’ world view 
or cognition, and thus people’s perceptions are relative 
to their spoken language

C
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DOES L ANGUAGE CHANGE 
HOW YOU SEE THE WORLD?
B
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 1.7

The Pirahă

are a hunter-gatherer 
tribe living in Brazil’s 
Amazon rainforest, 
with a population of 
only a few hundred. 
Brazilians first came 
across them in the 
1700s. The Pirahă 
reject everything from 
the outside world, 
have resisted change 
and lead a primitive 
existence. Their 
language is extremely 
simple. It is unrelated 
to any other and is 
based on eight 
consonants and three 
vowels. It has no 
numbers, no colour 
words, no perfect 
tense and no way of 
talking about the past. 
Whatever is not 
important in the 
present is quickly 
forgotten. The 
language also lacks 
subordinate clauses, 
that is, clauses that 
make a sentence 
more detailed. This 
has intrigued linguists 
because it departs from 
what were believed 
to be essential 
features of every 
language and has led 
to much research into 
linguistic theory.

Lera Boroditsky

was born in Belarus 
in 1976. She is one 
of the world’s leading 
authorities in the 
field of cognitive 
science. She is an 
Associate Professor 
at the University of 
California San Diego 
and the editor in chief 
of Frontiers in Cultural 
Psychology, one of the 
largest journals in its 
field. She has been 
a faculty member at 
the highly regarded 
MIT (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology) 
and at Stanford 
University. Cognitive 
science is the study 
of the human mind 
and intelligence, 
combining ideas 
and methods 
from psychology, 
philosophy, artificial 
intelligence, 
neuroscience, 
linguistics and 
anthropology. Its 
goal is to understand 
the nature of human 
knowledge and 
how we acquire, 
process and use that 
knowledge.

A Have you heard that the Inuit have hundreds of different A Have you heard that the Inuit have hundreds of different A
words for snow? The theory goes that because snow is so 
much more present in their lives, and often of vital importance, 
they actually perceive it differently, and recogniserecognise more 
subtle distinctions between different types of snow and ice 
than those of us living in warmer climes. In fact, this theory 
is something of a myth, not least because there isn’t a single 
Inuit language, but a variety of dialects. However, recent 
research has shown that there is at least some truth in the idea 
that these dialects have more ways of distinguishing different
types of snow than many other languages do. The key question
though, isn’t really whether there are more words to describe 
frozen water so much as whether this implies that the languages 
spoken by the Inuit mould the way they conceive ofconceive of the world.conceive of the world.conceive of
This concept is referred to as linguistic relativity or, more 
famously, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, after two scientists who 
both wrote, separately, about this idea.

B There is certainly plenty of evidence that different 
languages (and cultures) appear to see the world through 
different fi lters. For example, speakers of Guugu Yimithirr, 
a language used in North Queensland, Australia, would always 
refer to someone’s position using the words for the directions: 
north, south, east and west. They wouldn’t say ‘that woman 
is standing in front of her house’, but something like ‘that 
woman is standing west of her house’. As a result, speakers 
of Guugu Yimithirr will naturally be far better than most of us 
at instantly knowing which direction they are facing. To give 
another example, you may assume that counting is a universal 
human trait, but, in fact, not all languages have numbers. 
The Pirahã people of the Amazon rainforest in Brazil simply 
distinguish between a smaller amount and a larger amount. 
We can probably deduce from this that they don’t feel the 
need to quantify precisely in the way that many of us do. 
European languages also differ in the way they see the world. 
For example, the word for bridge has a masculine gender 
in Spanish and a feminine gender in German. The cognitive 
scientist Lera Boroditsky carried out research where she asked 
Spanish and German speakers to describe a bridge and found 
that the Spanish speakers tended to use more stereotypically 
masculine adjectives, such as big and strong, whereas 
the German speakers used more stereotypically feminine 
adjectives, such as beautiful and beautiful and beautiful elegant.
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C So, should we concludeconclude that speakers of different  that speakers of different 
languages do indeed see the world from a different languages do indeed see the world from a different 
perspective? Perhaps, frustratingly, the answer is likely to 
be yes and no. To begin with, it is possible to comprehend
something even if you don’t have a specifi c word for it. 
Imagine you were mixing paint, like you did in primary 
school, adding a drop of blue to a pot of red paint. You may 
not have a word for every colour you see as you add the blue 
drop by drop, but you will obviously graspgrasp that these colours 
are different from each other. Similarly, while blue and green 
are clearly different colours, many languages don’t recognise 
this difference and have a word which describes both colours. 
This doesn’t mean that they see colour differently, but that 
they categorise it differently. The same could be said for 
the different types of snow, or different ways of looking at 
numbers and quantity. Ultimately, someone’s culture may say
a lot about how they see the world, and their culture is likely to 
be refl ected in their language. Whether that means that their 
language affects their thinking is yet to be conclusively proven.

D That said, many people do feel they take on a new 
identity when using another language. A 2006 study of 
bilingual Mexican-Americans, asked them to take a personality 
test in both English and Spanish. Amazingly, the results 
varied, depending on which language each individual was 
using. Undoubtedly, how much you pick up a culture 
alongside a language will depend on how and why you are 
learning it, and whether you wish to become part of the 
second language culture, but it’s fascinating to consider that 
you might actually be a (slightly) different person when 
speaking a second language.
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I recently had a big clear-out of my bedroom and, 
tucked behind the wardrobe, I found my old teddy 
bear, George. Seeing him again brought all the 
memories fl ooding back.

I had had George from when I was very little and, 
for as long as I could remember, he had only had 
one eye. It wasn’t important to me, I loved him no 
matter how shabby and old he was. George was my 
constant companion and we did everything together. 

One day, I discovered that George had lost his one 
remaining eye. I took him to my mother and, much to 
my delight, she promised that she could give him his 
sight back. 

The next day she presented George to me. She had 
decided she might as well sew on two new buttons, 
rather than just one. I clearly recall how much his new 

12

appearance came as a shock. I’ve never forgotten 
how upset I was to see him looking so di� erent! 
George was not meant to have two eyes! He looked 
all wrong! I started crying and screaming (I was very 
young, remember). My mother was really worried. 
She didn’t have a clue what was wrong with me. 
Eventually, I made her understand and she had no 
choice but to cut o�  one of the buttons so that, 
once again, he was my familiar one-eyed bear. 

I don’t know how I failed to realise he had gone 
missing down the back of the wardrobe, but I’ve 
already decided he’ll be coming with me to university, 
where I can keep an eye on him. I may not want to 
play with him anymore, but looking at him still evokes 
so many precious memories.
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1F WRITING AND VOCABULARY  | A blog post about the past 01
5 In your notebook, complete the sentences with one word 

in each gap. Then check your answers in the blog post.

1 I loved him no matter how shabby and old 
he was.

2 I took him to my mother and, much to my delight,
she promised that she could give him his sight back.

3 She had decided she might as well sew on two 
new buttons.

4 I clearly recall how much his new appearance 
came as a shock.

5 She didn’t have a clue  what was wrong with me. 
6 She had no choice but  to  cut o�  one of the 

buttons.
7 I don’t know how I failed to realise he had gone 

missing.
8 He'll be coming with me to university, where I can 

keep an eye on him.

WATCH OUT!
These kinds of expressions tend to be very ‘fi xed’, so it is 
important to use exactly the right words in the right order, 
e.g. be on tip of the tongue be on the tip of my tongue. 

6 In your notebook, complete the second sentence using 
the word in bold so that it means the same as the fi rst 
one.

1 I didn’t realise what a bad idea it was. FAILED
 I failed to realise what a bad idea it was.
2 I took him with me everywhere I went. MATTER
 No matter where I went I took him with me.
3 I had to wait for him. CHOICE
 I had no choice, but to wait for him.
4 I was delighted when he agreed to come to the party. 

TO
 Much to my delight, he agreed to come to the party.
5 I have no reason not to work today. MIGHT
 I might as well work today.
6 I was really shocked by what you said. CAME
 What you said came as a shock to me.
7 I had no idea what was happening. CLUE
 I had no / didn’t have a clue what was happening.
8 I had to watch my little brother carefully. EYE
 I had to keep my / an eye on my little brother.

7 Choose one of your childhood memories that you are 
happy to write about. Read the questions and make 
notes in your notebook.

1 How old were you? What was the occasion?
2 What happened exactly?
3 What emotions do you associate with this memory?
4 Why is the memory signifi cant to you?
5 What does the memory say about you, e.g. your 

background, personality, values or life experiences? 

8 WRITING TASK Write a blog post about your childhood 
memory. Use the advice and some of the phrases from 
the Writing box, plus a range of tenses. If possible, 
try to use some of the expressions from Exercise 5.

1 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss what your warmest 
childhood memories are. What did you learn about 
your partner?

2 Read a blog post about a childhood memory and 
discuss the questions.

1 Why do you think the writer remembers this moment 
in particular? Because it had a big emotional impact

2 What do you think this story tells you about the writer? 
What could you say about their background, age, 
personality, values, etc.? They are going to university, so probably 
about 18, well-educated, still living with their parents at the moment. 
They may be quite sensitive because of the way they reacted, and perhaps 
a little sentimental. They aren’t worried about what people at university 
might think if they bring the bear.

3 Put the paragraphs of the blog post in the correct 
order. Write the answers in your notebook.

A Describe the main events of the memory. 3
B Explain why the memory is still signifi cant for you. 5
C  Give the background to the memory (how old you 

were, where it took place, etc.) 2
D  Introduce the memory by explaining why you are 

talking about it. 1
E Relate the past events to the present day. 4

4 Study the Writing box. In your notebook, write the 
phrases used in the blog post.

WRITING | A blog post about the past

Introduction
Blog posts are often quite personal, so you might begin 
by explaining to your audience why you are telling them 
about this memory:
… brought all the memories fl ooding back. ✓
I clearly recall … ✓
I was reminded of …
One of my fondest childhood memories is …
… evokes so many precious memories. ✓

Style
Use time linkers to show when things happened:
one day ✓
at that time
during these years
by the time
as a child / when I was a child
for the time being
for as long as I could remember ✓
on rare occasions

Conclusion
Explain why the memory was signifi cant:
… had a profound infl uence on …
This experience convinced me that …
I’ve never forgotten … ✓

I can write a blog post about the past.

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASS

  • Lead in to Exercise 1 by referring 
students to the notes they made at 
home and asking them to tell the class 
about smells and/or songs that bring 
back memories for them. If there is 
time, you could get them to discuss in 
pairs or small groups first. 

• After Exercise 5, ask students to choose 
four of the expressions from the task 
and use them in their own sentences. 
They can then swap with a partner 
and check that they have used the 
expressions correctly. If there is time, 
invite different students to share some 
of their sentences with the class.

• After Exercise 8, put students in 
pairs and ask them to write down 
as many words and phrases as they 
can think of connected to memory 
and remembering. Set a time limit of 
2–3 minutes. Pairs then read out their 
words/phrases and the class keeps 
a tally. At the end, the pair with the 
most items wins. 

I recently had a big clear-out of my bedroom and, 
tucked behind the wardrobe, I found my old teddy 
bear, George. Seeing him again brought all the 
memories fl ooding back.

I had had George from when I was very little and, 
for as long as I could remember, he had only had 
one eye. It wasn’t important to me, I loved him no 
matter how shabby and old he was. George was my 
constant companion and we did everything together. 

One day, I discovered that George had lost his one 
remaining eye. I took him to my mother and, much to 
my delight, she promised that she could give him his 
sight back. 

The next day she presented George to me. She had 
decided she might as well sew on two new buttons, 
rather than just one. I clearly recall how much his new 

memoriesThememoriesThememories
came fl ooding back ...
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appearance came as a shock. I’ve never forgotten 
how upset I was to see him looking so di� erent! 
George was not meant to have two eyes! He looked 
all wrong! I started crying and screaming (I was very 
young, remember). My mother was really worried. 
She didn’t have a clue what was wrong with me. 
Eventually, I made her understand and she had no 
choice but to cut o�  one of the buttons so that, 
once again, he was my familiar one-eyed bear. 

I don’t know how I failed to realise he had gone 
missing down the back of the wardrobe, but I’ve 
already decided he’ll be coming with me to university, 
where I can keep an eye on him. I may not want to 
play with him anymore, but looking at him still evokes 
so many precious memories.

ACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES • After Exercise 5, ask students to choose • After Exercise 8, put students in 
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I recently had a big clear-out of my bedroom and, 
tucked behind the wardrobe, I found my old teddy 
bear, George. Seeing him again brought all the 
memories fl ooding back.

I had had George from when I was very little and, 
for as long as I could remember, he had only had 
one eye. It wasn’t important to me, I loved him no 
matter how shabby and old he was. George was my 
constant companion and we did everything together. 

One day, I discovered that George had lost his one 
remaining eye. I took him to my mother and, much to 
my delight, she promised that she could give him his 
sight back. 

The next day she presented George to me. She had 
decided she might as well sew on two new buttons, 
rather than just one. I clearly recall how much his new 
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appearance came as a shock. I’ve never forgotten 
how upset I was to see him looking so di� erent! 
George was not meant to have two eyes! He looked 
all wrong! I started crying and screaming (I was very 
young, remember). My mother was really worried. 
She didn’t have a clue what was wrong with me. 
Eventually, I made her understand and she had no 
choice but to cut o�  one of the buttons so that, 
once again, he was my familiar one-eyed bear. 

I don’t know how I failed to realise he had gone 
missing down the back of the wardrobe, but I’ve 
already decided he’ll be coming with me to university, 
where I can keep an eye on him. I may not want to 
play with him anymore, but looking at him still evokes 
so many precious memories.
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1F WRITING AND VOCABULARY  | A blog post about the past 01
5 In your notebook, complete the sentences with one word 

in each gap. Then check your answers in the blog post.

1 I loved him no matter how shabby and old 
he was.

2 I took him to my mother and, much to my delight,
she promised that she could give him his sight back.

3 She had decided she might as well sew on two 
new buttons.

4 I clearly recall how much his new appearance 
came as a shock.

5 She didn’t have a clue  what was wrong with me. 
6 She had no choice but  to  cut o�  one of the 

buttons.
7 I don’t know how I failed to realise he had gone 

missing.
8 He'll be coming with me to university, where I can 

keep an eye on him.

WATCH OUT!
These kinds of expressions tend to be very ‘fi xed’, so it is 
important to use exactly the right words in the right order, 
e.g. be on tip of the tongue be on the tip of my tongue. 

6 In your notebook, complete the second sentence using 
the word in bold so that it means the same as the fi rst 
one.

1 I didn’t realise what a bad idea it was. FAILED
 I failed to realise what a bad idea it was.
2 I took him with me everywhere I went. MATTER
 No matter where I went I took him with me.
3 I had to wait for him. CHOICE
 I had no choice, but to wait for him.
4 I was delighted when he agreed to come to the party. 

TO
 Much to my delight, he agreed to come to the party.
5 I have no reason not to work today. MIGHT
 I might as well work today.
6 I was really shocked by what you said. CAME
 What you said came as a shock to me.
7 I had no idea what was happening. CLUE
 I had no / didn’t have a clue what was happening.
8 I had to watch my little brother carefully. EYE
 I had to keep my / an eye on my little brother.

7 Choose one of your childhood memories that you are 
happy to write about. Read the questions and make 
notes in your notebook.

1 How old were you? What was the occasion?
2 What happened exactly?
3 What emotions do you associate with this memory?
4 Why is the memory signifi cant to you?
5 What does the memory say about you, e.g. your 

background, personality, values or life experiences? 

8 WRITING TASK Write a blog post about your childhood 
memory. Use the advice and some of the phrases from 
the Writing box, plus a range of tenses. If possible, 
try to use some of the expressions from Exercise 5.

1 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss what your warmest 
childhood memories are. What did you learn about 
your partner?

2 Read a blog post about a childhood memory and 
discuss the questions.

1 Why do you think the writer remembers this moment 
in particular? Because it had a big emotional impact

2 What do you think this story tells you about the writer? 
What could you say about their background, age, 
personality, values, etc.? They are going to university, so probably 
about 18, well-educated, still living with their parents at the moment. 
They may be quite sensitive because of the way they reacted, and perhaps 
a little sentimental. They aren’t worried about what people at university 
might think if they bring the bear.

3 Put the paragraphs of the blog post in the correct 
order. Write the answers in your notebook.

A Describe the main events of the memory. 3
B Explain why the memory is still signifi cant for you. 5
C  Give the background to the memory (how old you 

were, where it took place, etc.) 2
D  Introduce the memory by explaining why you are 

talking about it. 1
E Relate the past events to the present day. 4

4 Study the Writing box. In your notebook, write the 
phrases used in the blog post.

WRITING | A blog post about the past

Introduction
Blog posts are often quite personal, so you might begin 
by explaining to your audience why you are telling them 
about this memory:
… brought all the memories fl ooding back. ✓
I clearly recall … ✓
I was reminded of …
One of my fondest childhood memories is …
… evokes so many precious memories. ✓

Style
Use time linkers to show when things happened:
one day ✓
at that time
during these years
by the time
as a child / when I was a child
for the time being
for as long as I could remember ✓
on rare occasions

Conclusion
Explain why the memory was signifi cant:
… had a profound infl uence on …
This experience convinced me that …
I’ve never forgotten … ✓

I can write a blog post about the past.

FURTHER PRACTICE

• Workbook p. 10

NEXT CLASS

Ask students to study the word list and 
do the Remember More exercises on 
Student’s Book pages 14–15.
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1F WRITING AND VOCABULARY  | A blog post about the past 01
5 In your notebook, complete the sentences with one word 

in each gap. Then check your answers in the blog post.

1 I loved him no matter how shabby and old 
he was.

2 I took him to my mother and, much to my delight,
she promised that she could give him his sight back.

3 She had decided she mightmight as well sew on two 
new buttons.

4 I clearly recall how much his new appearance 
came as a shock.

5 She didn’t have a clue  what was wrong with me.  what was wrong with me. 
6 She had no choice but  to  cut o�  one of the 

buttons.
7 I don’t know how I failed to realise he had gone 

missing.
8 He'll be coming with me to university, where I can 

keepkeep an eye on him.

WATCH OUT!
These kinds of expressions tend to be very ‘fi xed’, so it is 
important to use exactly the right words in the right order, 
e.g. be on tip of the tonguebe on tip of the tongue be on the tip of my tongue. 

6 In your notebook, complete the second sentence using 
the word in bold so that it means the same as the fi rst 
one.

1 I didn’t realise what a bad idea it was. FAILED
 I failed to realise what a bad idea it was.
2 I took him with me everywhere I went. MATTER
 No matter where I went I took him with me.
3 I had to wait for him. CHOICE
 I had no choice, but to wait for himno choice, but to wait for him.
4 I was delighted when he agreed to come to the party. 

TO
 Much to my delight, he agreed to come to the partyto my delight, he agreed to come to the party.
5 I have no reason not to work today. MIGHT
 I might as well work todaymight as well work today.
6 I was really shocked by what you said. CAME
 What you said came as a shock to me.
7 I had no idea what was happening. CLUE
 I had no / didn’t have a clue what was happeninghad no / didn’t have a clue what was happening.
8 I had to watch my little brother carefully. EYE
 I had to keep my / an eye on my little brotherkeep my / an eye on my little brother.

7 Choose one of your childhood memories that you are 
happy to write about. Read the questions and make 
notes in your notebook.

1 How old were you? What was the occasion?
2 What happened exactly?
3 What emotions do you associate with this memory?
4 Why is the memory signifi cant to you?
5 What does the memory say about you, e.g. your 

background, personality, values or life experiences? 

8 WRITING TASK Write a blog post about your childhood 
memory. Use the advice and some of the phrases from 
the Writing box, plus a range of tenses. If possible, 
try to use some of the expressions from Exercise 5.

1 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss what your warmest 
childhood memories are. What did you learn about 
your partner?

2 Read a blog post about a childhood memory and 
discuss the questions.

1 Why do you think the writer remembers this moment 
in particular? Because it had a big emotional impact

2 What do you think this story tells you about the writer? 
What could you say about their background, age, 
personality, values, etc.? They are going to university, so probably 
about 18, well-educated, still living with their parents at the moment. 
They may be quite sensitive because of the way they reacted, and perhaps 
a little sentimental. They aren’t worried about what people at university 
might think if they bring the bear.

3 Put the paragraphs of the blog post in the correct 
order. Write the answers in your notebook.

A Describe the main events of the memory. 3
B Explain why the memory is still signifi cant for you. 5
C  Give the background to the memory (how old you 

were, where it took place, etc.) 2
D  Introduce the memory by explaining why you are 

talking about it. 1
E Relate the past events to the present day. 4

4 Study the Writing box. In your notebook, write the 
phrases used in the blog post.

WRITING | A blog post about the past

Introduction
Blog posts are often quite personal, so you might begin 
by explaining to your audience why you are telling them 
about this memory:
… brought all the memories fl ooding back. ✓
I clearly recall … ✓
I was reminded of …
One of my fondest childhood memories is …
… evokes so many precious memories. ✓

Style
Use time linkers to show when things happened:
one day ✓
at that time
during these years
by the time
as a child / when I was a child
for the time being
for as long as I could remember ✓
on rare occasions

Conclusion
Explain why the memory was signifi cant:
… had a profound infl uence on …
This experience convinced me that …
I’ve never forgotten … ✓

I can write a blog post about the past.

FURTHER PRACTICE
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REMEMBER MORE
1 In your notebook, complete the 

questions with prepositions. 
Answer the questions with your 
partner.

1 What are you nuts about ?
2 Are your choices in line with

what your parents want? 
3 Are there any people that you 

don’t click with ? Say who.
4 What do you set great 

store by ? 

2 In your notebook, complete the 
compound adjectives. Write your 
own example sentences using 
the words. 

1 self- centred , - aware , - obsessed

2 absent  -, narrow  -, like
-minded

3 In your notebook, complete 
the sentences with the correct 
adjectives formed from the 
words in bold.

1 Don’t be afraid to tell your boss 
what you think – try to be a bit 
more assertive (ASSERTION).

2 Our courses are inclusive
(INCLUSIVITY) – anyone can join. 

3 Jemma is a very discreet
(DISCRETION) hairdresser. 
She never tells anyone what 
her celebrity clients tell her. 

4 Cal is a sincere  (SINCERITY) 
employee, he’s very honest 
and says what he thinks. 

4 Read Active Vocabulary. Then 
complete the table in your 
notebook with some of the 
vocabulary from this unit. 

Key word 
(K)

Information 
(I)

Memory clue 
(M)

absent-
minded

forgetful I forget 
everything – 
I'm absent-
minded. 

ACTIVE 
VOCABULARY | KIM strategy

The KIM strategy is a visual way 
of recording and remembering 
vocabulary. In a table similar to 
the one above, write the key word 
(K), the information about the 
word (I), usually a defi nition, 
a synonym or a translation, 
and a memory clue (M) – this 
could be a drawing or an example 
sentence. 

Word List 
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1A VOCABULARY AND SPEAKING
 5.1

absent-minded (adj) /ˌæbsəntˈmaɪndɪd/ roztargniony

absorbed by sth    /əbˈzɔːbd baɪ ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
zaabsorbowany czymś

assertive (adj) /əˈsɜːtɪv/ asertywny

assertiveness (n) /əˈsɜːtɪvnəs/ asertywność

be in line with sth    /bi ɪn ˈlaɪn wɪð ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ być 
zgodnym z czymś

be into sth (phr v) /bi ˈɪntə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ interesować, 
pasjonować się czymś

be nuts about sth    /bi ˈnʌts ˌəbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ zwariować 
na punkcie czegoś

by nature    /baɪˈ neɪtʃə/ z natury, z charakteru

capable (adj) /ˈkeɪpəbəl/ zdolny; kompetentny

click with sb    /ˈklɪk wɪð ˌsʌmbɒdi/ polubić kogoś 
natychmiast

come across as    /ˌkʌm əˈkrɒs əz/ sprawiać wrażenie

commitment (n) /kəˈmɪtmənt/ oddanie, poświęcenie

committed (adj) /kəˈmɪtəd/ oddany, zaangażowany

compassionate (adj) /kəmˈpæʃənət/ pełen współczucia

conceited (adj) /kənˈsiːtɪd/ zarozumiały

cutting-edge (adj) /ˌkʌtɪŋˈedʒ/ nowatorski

dedicated (adj) /ˈdedɪkeɪtɪd/ oddany

defensive (adj) /dɪˈfensɪv/ drażliwy, defensywny

discreet (adj) /dɪˈskriːt/ dyskretny

discretion (n) /dɪˈskreʃən/ dyskrecja

eye-catching (adj) /ˈaɪ ˌkætʃɪŋ/ przyciągający wzrok, 
efektowny

forward-looking (adj) /ˌfɔːwəd ˈlʊkɪŋ/ patrzący 
w przyszłość

frank (adj) /fræŋk/ szczery

frankness (n) /ˈfræŋknəs/ szczerość

get a kick out of sth    /ɡet ə ˈkɪk aʊt əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
emocjonować się czymś

heritage (n) /ˈherətɪdʒ/ spadek, dziedzictwo

highly strung (adj) /ˌhaɪli ˈstrʌŋ/ napięty, nerwowy

high-spirited (adj) /ˌhaɪ ˈspɪrɪtɪd/ pełen energii, 
żwawy

humble (adj) /ˈhʌmbəl/ skromny, pokorny

humility (n) /hjuːˈmɪləti/ skromność, pokora

inclusive (adj) /ɪnˈkluːsɪv/ inkluzywny, przeznaczony 
dla wszystkich

inclusiveness (n) /ɪnˈkluːsɪvnəs/ inkluzywność 
(włączanie do życia społecznego osób, które bywają 
z niego wykluczone, np. osób niepełnosprawnych)

inclusivity (n) /ˌɪnkluːˈsɪvəti/ inkluzywność (włączanie 
do życia społecznego osób, które bywają z niego 
wykluczone, np. osób niepełnosprawnych)

kind-hearted (adj) /ˌkaɪnd ˈhɑːtɪd/ życzliwy

laid-back (adj) /ˌleɪd ˈbæk/ zrelaksowany, wyluzowany

lifelong (adj) /ˈlaɪflɒŋ/ na całe życie, dożywotni

like-minded (adj) /ˌlaɪk ˈmaɪndɪd/ o podobnych 
upodobaniach

memorabilia (n) /ˌmemərəˈbɪliə/ pamiątki (związane 
ze sławnymi postaciami)

merciful (adj) /ˈmɜːsɪfəl/ litościwy, miłosierny

mercy (n) /ˈmɜːsi/ litość, łaska

narrow-minded (adj) /ˌnærəʊ ˈmaɪndɪd/ o wąskich 
horyzontach

over-the-top (adj) /ˌəʊvə ðə ˈtɒp/ przesadzony, 
wyolbrzymiony

overcooked (adj) /ˌəʊvəˈkʊkt/ rozgotowany

paramedic (n) /ˌpærəˈmedɪk/ ratownik medyczny

passionate about sth (adj) /ˈpæʃənət əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
być pasjonatem czegoś 

plump for (v) /ˈplʌmp fə/ wybierać coś, decydować 
się na coś

rate (v) /reɪt/ klasyfikować

resilient (adj) /rɪˈzɪliənt/ wytrzymały, odporny

say a lot about sb    /ˌseɪ ə ˈlɒt əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmbɒdi/ mówić 
wiele o kimś, wyjawiać czyjeś cechy

self-aware (adj) /ˌself əˈweə/ samoświadomy, 
samokrytyczny

self-centred (adj) /ˌself ˈsentəd/ egocentryczny

self-obsessed (adj) /ˌself əbˈsest/ mający obsesję 
na własnym punkcie, zapatrzony w siebie

set great store by sth    /ˌset ˌɡreɪt ˈstɔː baɪ ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
przywiązywać do czegoś wielką wagę

sincere (adj) /sɪnˈsɪə/ szczery, prawdziwy

sincerity (n) /sɪnˈserəti/ szczerość 

spontaneity (n) /ˌspɒntəˈneɪəti/ spontaniczność

spontaneous (adj) /spɒnˈteɪniəs/ spontaniczny

stability (n) /stəˈbɪləti/ równowaga, stabilizacja

stable (adj) /ˈsteɪbəl/ stały, stateczny 

streetwise (adj) /ˈstriːtwaɪz/ obrotny, cwany

strong-willed (adj) /ˌstrɒŋ ˈwɪld/ zdeterminowany

tactful (adj) /ˈtæktfəl/ taktowny

tactfulness (n) /ˈtæktfəlnəs/ takt, stosowność

thin-skinned (adj) /ˌθɪn ˈskɪnd/ delikatny, wrażliwy

tight-fi sted (adj) /ˌtaɪt ˈfɪstɪd/ skąpy

tongue-tied (adj) /ˈtʌŋ taɪd/ oniemiały

tough (adj) /tʌf/ nieustępliwy, twardy

tribe (n) /traɪb/ plemię, bractwo

trustworthy (adj) /ˈtrʌstˌwɜːði/ godny zaufania

underconfi dent (adj) /ˌʌndəˈkɒnfɪdənt/
niewystarczająco pewny siebie

what makes us tick    /ˌwɒt ˌmeɪks əs ˈtɪk/ coś, co nas 
nakręca

1B SPEAKING AND VOCABULARY
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administer a test    /ədˌmɪnɪstər ə ˈtest/ przeprowadzić 
test

anxiety-provoking    /æŋˈzaɪəti prəˌvəʊkɪŋ/ budzący 
niepokój

assessment (n) /əˈsesmənt/ ocena

career path    /kəˈrɪə ˌpɑːθ/ ścieżka zawodowa

centre of attention    /ˈsentər əv əˌtenʃən/ centrum 
uwagi

cold fi sh (n) /ˌkəʊld ˈfɪʃ/ osoba nieczuła i niewrażliwa

comprehensive (adj) /ˌkɒmprɪˈhensɪv/ całościowy, 
wyczerpujący

dark horse (n) /ˌdɑːk ˈhɔːs/ czarny koń (w zawodach)

essentially (adv) /ɪˈsenʃəli/ w gruncie rzeczy, 
w zasadzie

have a bite to eat    /ˌhəv ə ˈbaɪt tə ˌiːt/ przegryźć coś

go-getter (n) /ˌɡəʊ ˈɡetə/ osoba przebojowa i ambitna

hand down (phr v) /ˌhænd ˈdaʊn/ przekazywać 
(z pokolenia na pokolenie)
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if I’m hearing you correctly    /ɪf aɪm ˌhɪərɪŋ jə kəˈrektli/
jeśli dobrze rozumiem

I’ll pass    /aɪl ˈpɑːs/ odmówię; nie skorzystam

in a nutshell    /ɪn ə ˈnʌt-ʃel/ jednym słowem, w skrócie

in other words    /ɪn ˈʌðə wɜːdz/ innymi słowy

inject (v) /ɪnˈdʒekt/ wprowadzić, zaszczepić

let me get this straight    /ˌlet mi ɡet ðɪs ˈstreɪt/
wyjaśnijmy to sobie; powiedzmy to wprost 

live wire (n) /ˌlaɪv ˈwaɪə/ osoba energiczna

make an entrance    /ˌmeɪk ən ˈentrəns/ zrobić wejście, 
pojawić się gdzieś w sposób zwracający uwagę

mover and shaker (n) /ˈmuːvər ənd ˌʃeɪkə/ człowiek 
czynu; wpływowa osoba

overnight (adv) /ˌəʊvəˈnaɪt/ nagle, z dnia na dzień

pathway (n) /ˈpɑːθweɪ/ ścieżka

psychometric test    /ˌsaɪkəʊˈmetrɪk test/ test 
psychometryczny

(right) up your street    /(ˌraɪt) ˌʌp jə ˈstriːt/ w sam raz 
dla ciebie

simply put    /ˌsɪmpli ˈpʊt/ po prostu, w prostych 
słowach

smart alec (n) /ˌsmɑːt ˈælək/ mądrala

smart cookie (n) /ˌsmɑːt ˈkʊki/ osoba sprytna, zaradna

soft touch (n) /ˌsɒft ˈtʌtʃ/ osoba o miękkim sercu, 
łatwowierna

so you’re saying (that)    /ˌsəʊ jə ˈseɪ-ɪŋ (ˌðæt)/ więc 
chcesz powiedzieć, że

so, what it boils down to is that    /ˌsəʊ wɒt ɪt bɔɪlz 
ˈdaʊn tə s ˌðæt/ wszystko sprowadza się do tego, że 

super-driven    /ˈsuːpə ˌdrɪvən/ bardzo zdeterminowany

to put it another way    /tə ˌpʊt ɪt əˈnʌðə weɪ/ inaczej 
mówiąc 

wet blanket (n) /ˌwet ˈblæŋkɪt/ malkontent, osoba, 
która psuje innym zabawę

1C LISTENING AND VOCABULARY
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behaviourist (n) /bɪˈheɪvjərɪst/ behawiorysta

boardroom (n) /ˈbɔːdruːm/ sala posiedzeń (gdzie 
spotyka się zarząd firmy)

caregiver (n) /ˈkeəˌɡɪvə/ opiekun (np. osoby starszej)

carpentry (n) /ˈkɑːpəntri/ stolarstwo

destiny (n) /ˈdestəni/ przeznaczenie

disposition (n) /ˌdɪspəˈzɪʃən/ usposobienie; skłonność

genetic engineering (n) /dʒəˌnetɪk ˌendʒəˈnɪərɪŋ/
inżynieria genetyczna

hereditary (adj) /həˈredətəri/ dziedziczny

imply (v) /ɪmˈplaɪ/ insynuować, sugerować 

inherit (sth) from sb    /ɪnˈherət (ˌsʌmθɪŋ) frəm 
ˌsʌmbɒdi/ odziedziczyć coś po kimś

mechanical drawing    /mɪˌkænɪkəl ˈdrɔːɪŋ/ rysunek 
techniczny

moulded (adj) /ˈməʊldɪd/ uformowany, 
ukształtowany

nurture (n) /ˈnɜːtʃə/ wychowywanie, opieka

obedience (n) /əˈbiːdiəns/ posłuszeństwo

o� spring (n) /ˈɒfˌsprɪŋ/ potomstwo

oversimplifi cation (n) /ˌəʊvəsɪmplɪfɪˈkeɪʃən/
nadmierne uproszczenie 

owe a great deal to sth    /ˌəʊ ə ˌɡreɪt ˈdiːl tə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
wiele czemuś zawdzięczać

predispose (v) /ˌpriːdɪsˈpəʊz/ predysponować

proponent (n) /prəˈpəʊnənt/ zwolennik

ring a bell    /ˌrɪŋ ə ˈbel/ brzmieć znajomo

salivate (v) /ˈsæləveɪt/ ślinić się

solely (adv) /ˈsəʊl-li/ wyłącznie

trait (n) /treɪt/ cecha

unsurprisingly (adv) /ˌʌnsəˈpraɪzɪŋli/ bez 
niespodzianek, zgodnie z oczekiwaniami

upbringing (n) /ˈʌpˌbrɪŋɪŋ/ wychowanie (dziecka)

vulnerability (n) /ˌvʌlnərəˈbɪləti/ podatność, 
wrażliwość

warrior gene    /ˈwɒriə ˌdʒiːn/ gen wojownika

willingness (n) /ˈwɪlɪŋnəs/ chęć, gotowość
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bookworm (n) /ˈbʊkwɜːm/ mól książkowy 

can’t be bothered (to do sth)    /ˌkɑːnt bi ˈbɒðəd (tə duː 
ˌsʌmθɪŋ)/ nie wysilać się zbytnio (aby coś zrobić)

develop a habit    /dɪˌveləp ə ˈhæbɪt/ wykształcić nawyk

fall fl at on your face    /ˌfɔːl ˈflæt ɒn jə ˌfeɪs/ upaść 
na twarz

get out of breath    /ˌɡet aʊt əv ˈbreθ/ złapać zadyszkę

keep quiet about sth    /ˌkiːp ˈkwaɪət əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
siedzieć cicho, nie powiedzieć nic na jakiś temat

make the most of sth    /ˌmeɪk ðə ˈməʊst əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
wykorzystać coś w pełni

running kit    /ˈrʌnɪŋ kɪt/ zestaw do biegania

spot (n) /spɒt/ cętka; plama, kropka

trip over sth (v) /ˈtrɪp ˌəʊvə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ potknąć się o coś
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anglicisation (n) /ˌæŋɡlɪsaɪˈzeɪʃən/ anglicyzacja

assume (v) /əˈsjuːm/ przypuszczać

categorise sth (v) /ˈkætəɡəraɪz ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
kategoryzować

clime (n) /klaɪm/ strefa klimatyczna

cognition (n) /kɒɡˈnɪʃən/ postrzeganie

cognitive scientist    /ˌkɒɡnətɪv ˈsaɪəntɪst/ kognitywista 
(naukowiec zajmujący się badaniem procesów 
poznawczych)

comprehend (v) /ˌkɒmprɪˈhend/ pojmować, rozumieć

conceive of sth (v) /kənˈsiːv əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ wyobrażać 
sobie coś

conclude (v) /kənˈkluːd/ dochodzić do wniosku, 
wnioskować

conclusively (adv) /kənˈkluːsɪvli/ definitywnie, ponad 
wątpliwość

consider (v) /kənˈsɪdə/ rozważać; uznawać

contemplate (v) /ˈkɒntəmpleɪt/ rozważać, rozmyślać, 
zastanawiać się

deduce (v) /dɪˈdjuːs/ dedukować

frustratingly (adv) /frʌsˈtreɪtɪŋli/ frustrująco, irytująco

gather (v) /ˈɡæðə/ pojmować, rozumieć (na podstawie 
zebranych informacji)

grammatical feature    /ɡrəˌmætɪkəl ˈfiːtʃə/ zagadnienie 
gramatyczne

grasp (v) /ɡrɑːsp/ zrozumieć, pojąć

imply (v) /ɪmˈplaɪ/ insynuować, sugerować

linguistic relativity    /lɪŋˌɡwɪstɪk ˌreləˈtɪvəti/ relatywizm 
językowy 

mould (v) /məʊld/ formować, kształtować

of vital importance    /əv ˌvaɪtl ɪmˈpɔːtəns/
o decydującym znaczeniu

outline sth (v) /ˈaʊtlaɪn ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ szkicować, 
przedstawiać w zarysie

perceive (v) /pəˈsiːv/ postrzegać

perception (n) /pəˈsepʃən/ postrzeganie, percepcja

quantify (v) /ˈkwɒntɪfaɪ/ określać ilość

recognise (v) /ˈrekəɡnaɪz/ rozpoznać

refl ect (v) /rɪˈflekt/ odzwierciedlać

research into sth    /rɪˈsɜːtʃ ˌɪntə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ badania 
naukowe nad czymś

shortcomings (n) /ˈʃɔːtˌkʌmɪŋz/ braki, wady

subtle distinction    /ˌsʌtl dɪˈstɪŋkʃən/ subtelna różnica

take on a new identity    /ˌteɪk ˈɒn ə ˌnju: aɪˈdentəti/
przyjąć nową tożsamość

the theory goes that    /ðə ˈθɪəri ˌɡəʊz ðət/ istnieje 
teoria, zgodnie z którą

there is plenty of evidence that    /ðeəz ˈplenti əv 
ˌevɪdəns ðət/ istnieje wiele dowodów na to, że 
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be on the tip of your tongue    /ˌbi ɒn ðə ˈtɪp əv jə ˌtʌŋ/
mieć coś na końcu języka

bring back memories    /ˌbrɪŋ ˌbæk ˈmeməriz/
przywoływać wspomnienia

clear-out (n) /ˈklɪəraʊt/ generalne porządki 

come as a shock    /ˌkʌm əz ə ˈʃɒk/ zaszokować

constant companion    /ˌkɒnstənt kəmˈpænjən/
nieodłączny towarzysz

don’t have a clue    /ˌdəʊnt həv ə ˈkluː/ nie mieć pojęcia

evoke precious memories    /ɪˌvəʊk ˌpreʃəs ˈmeməriz/
przywoływać cenne wspomnienia

fail to realise    /ˌfeɪl tə ˈrɪəlaɪz/ nie zdawać sobie sprawy

fl ood back (phr v) /ˌflʌd ˈbæk/ przywołać ponownie, 
np. wspomnienia

fondest childhood memories    /ˌfɒndɪst ˌtʃaɪldhʊd 
ˈmeməriz/ najmilsze wspomnienia z dzieciństwa

go missing    /ˌɡəʊ ˈmɪsɪŋ/ zaginąć

have no choice but to    /həv ˌnəʊ ˈtʃɔɪs bət tə/ nie mieć 
wyboru

hold many memories    /ˈhəʊld ˌmeni ˌmeməriz/
zachować wiele wspomnień

keep an eye on sb/sth    /ˌkiːp ən ˈaɪ ɒn ˌsʌmbɒdi/
ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ nie spuszczać kogoś/czegoś z oczu, bacznie 
obserwować

might as well    /ˈmaɪt əz ˌwel/ równie dobrze można

much to my delight    /ˌmʌtʃ tə maɪ dɪˈlaɪt/ ku mojej 
wielkiej radości

no matter    /nəʊ ˈmætə/ bez względu na

profound infl uence on    /prəˌfaʊnd ˈɪnfluəns ɒn/
głęboki wpływ na 

shabby (adj) /ˈʃæbi/ zniszczony, odrapany, obskurny

tuck sth behind sth    /ˈtʌk ˌsʌmθɪŋ bɪˌhaɪnd ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
upchnąć, schować coś za czymś / z tyłu

EXTRA ACTIVITIES IN CLASS

• Individually, students think of one or 
two sentences to describe a compound 
adjective from the word list for Lesson 1A. 
They then say their sentence to a partner, 
who has to guess the adjective. 

• Individually, students write down as 
many of the verbs for thinking and 

understanding as they can remember 
from Lesson 1E. In pairs, they then 
compare their items and check with 
the word list. Who has the most 
correct items? 

• Individually, students write gap-fill 
sentences with words or phrases from 
the word list. To make the exercise easier, 

they could supply the first letter of each 
gapped word. Then, in pairs, they swap 
sentences, complete them and check 
their answers with their partner.

• Students play Taboo. Put them in pairs 
and ask them to choose 8–10 words 
from the word list they would like to 
remember and write each word on 

REMEMBER MORE
1 In your notebook, complete the 

questions with prepositions. 
Answer the questions with your 
partner.

1 What are you nuts about ?
2 Are your choices in line with

what your parents want? 
3 Are there any people that you 

don’t click with ? Say who.
4 What do you set great 

store byby ? 

2 In your notebook, complete the 
compound adjectives. Write your 
own example sentences using 
the words. 

1 self- centred , - aware , - obsessed

2 absent  -,  -, narrow  -,  -, like
-minded

3 In your notebook, complete 
the sentences with the correct 
adjectives formed from the 
words in bold.

1 Don’t be afraid to tell your boss 
what you think – try to be a bit 
more assertive ( (ASSERTION).

2 Our courses are inclusive
(INCLUSIVITY) – anyone can join. 

3 Jemma is a very discreet
(DISCRETION) hairdresser. 
She never tells anyone what 
her celebrity clients tell her. 

4 Cal is a sincere  ( (SINCERITY) 
employee, he’s very honest 
and says what he thinks. 

4 Read Active Vocabulary. Then 
complete the table in your 
notebook with some of the 
vocabulary from this unit. 

Key word 
(K)

Information 
(I)

Memory clue 
(M)

absent-
minded

forgetful I forget 
everything – 
I'm absent-
minded. 

ACTIVE 
VOCABULARY | KIM strategy

The KIM strategy is a visual way 
of recording and remembering 
vocabulary. In a table similar to 
the one above, write the key word 
(K), the information about the 
word (I), usually a defi nition, 
a synonym or a translation, 
and a memory clue (M) – this 
could be a drawing or an example 
sentence. 

Word List 
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absent-minded (adj)(adj) /ˌæbsəntˈmaɪndɪd/ roztargniony

absorbed by sth      /əbˈzɔːbd baɪ ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
zaabsorbowany czymś

assertive (adj)(adj) /əˈsɜːtɪv/ asertywny

assertiveness (n)(n) /əˈsɜːtɪvnəs/ asertywność

be in line with sth      /bi ɪn ˈlaɪn wɪð ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ być 
zgodnym z czymś

be into sth (phr v)(phr v) /bi ˈɪntə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ interesować, 
pasjonować się czymś

be nuts about sth      /bi ˈnʌts ˌəbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ zwariować 
na punkcie czegoś

by nature      /baɪˈ neɪtʃə/ z natury, z charakteru

capable (adj)(adj) /ˈkeɪpəbəl/ zdolny; kompetentny

click with sb      /ˈklɪk wɪð ˌsʌmbɒdi/ polubić kogoś 
natychmiast

come across as      /ˌkʌm əˈkrɒs əz/ sprawiać wrażenie

commitment (n)(n) /kəˈmɪtmənt/ oddanie, poświęcenie

committed (adj)(adj) /kəˈmɪtəd/ oddany, zaangażowany

compassionate (adj)(adj) /kəmˈpæʃənət/ pełen współczucia

conceited (adj)(adj) /kənˈsiːtɪd/ zarozumiały

cutting-edge (adj)(adj) /ˌkʌtɪŋˈedʒ/ nowatorski

dedicated (adj)(adj) /ˈdedɪkeɪtɪd/ oddany

defensive (adj)(adj) /dɪˈfensɪv/ drażliwy, defensywny

discreet (adj)(adj) /dɪˈskriːt/ dyskretny

discretion (n)(n) /dɪˈskreʃən/ dyskrecja

eye-catching (adj)(adj) /ˈaɪ ˌkætʃɪŋ/ przyciągający wzrok, 
efektowny

forward-looking (adj)(adj) /ˌfɔːwəd ˈlʊkɪŋ/ patrzący 
w przyszłość

frank (adj)(adj) /fræŋk/ szczery

frankness (n)(n) /ˈfræŋknəs/ szczerość

get a kick out of sth      /ɡet ə ˈkɪk aʊt əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
emocjonować się czymś

heritage (n)(n) /ˈherətɪdʒ/ spadek, dziedzictwo

highly strung (adj)(adj) /ˌhaɪli ˈstrʌŋ/ napięty, nerwowy

high-spirited (adj)(adj) /ˌhaɪ ˈspɪrɪtɪd/ pełen energii, 
żwawy

humble (adj)(adj) /ˈhʌmbəl/ skromny, pokorny

humility (n)(n) /hjuːˈmɪləti/ skromność, pokora

inclusive (adj)(adj) /ɪnˈkluːsɪv/ inkluzywny, przeznaczony 
dla wszystkich

inclusiveness (n)(n) /ɪnˈkluːsɪvnəs/ inkluzywność 
(włączanie do życia społecznego osób, które bywają 
z niego wykluczone, np. osób niepełnosprawnych)

inclusivity (n)(n) /ˌɪnkluːˈsɪvəti/ inkluzywność (włączanie 
do życia społecznego osób, które bywają z niego 
wykluczone, np. osób niepełnosprawnych)

kind-hearted (adj)(adj) /ˌkaɪnd ˈhɑːtɪd/ życzliwy

laid-back (adj)(adj) /ˌleɪd ˈbæk/ zrelaksowany, wyluzowany

lifelong (adj)(adj) /ˈlaɪflɒŋ/ na całe życie, dożywotni

like-minded (adj)(adj) /ˌlaɪk ˈmaɪndɪd/ o podobnych 
upodobaniach

memorabilia (n)(n) /ˌmemərəˈbɪliə/ pamiątki (związane 
ze sławnymi postaciami)

merciful (adj)(adj) /ˈmɜːsɪfəl/ litościwy, miłosierny

mercy (n)(n) /ˈmɜːsi/ litość, łaska

narrow-minded (adj)(adj) /ˌnærəʊ ˈmaɪndɪd/ o wąskich 
horyzontach

over-the-top (adj)(adj) /ˌəʊvə ðə ˈtɒp/ przesadzony, 
wyolbrzymiony

overcooked (adj)(adj) /ˌəʊvəˈkʊkt/ rozgotowany

paramedic (n)(n) /ˌpærəˈmedɪk/ ratownik medyczny

passionate about sth (adj)(adj) /ˈpæʃənət əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
być pasjonatem czegoś 

plump for (v)(v) /ˈplʌmp fə/ wybierać coś, decydować 
się na coś

rate (v)(v) /reɪt/ klasyfikować

resilient (adj)(adj) /rɪˈzɪliənt/ wytrzymały, odporny

say a lot about sb      /ˌseɪ ə ˈlɒt əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmbɒdi/ mówić 
wiele o kimś, wyjawiać czyjeś cechy

self-aware (adj)(adj) /ˌself əˈweə/ samoświadomy, 
samokrytyczny

self-centred (adj)(adj) /ˌself ˈsentəd/ egocentryczny

self-obsessed (adj)(adj) /ˌself əbˈsest/ mający obsesję 
na własnym punkcie, zapatrzony w siebie

set great store by sth      /ˌset ˌɡreɪt ˈstɔː baɪ ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
przywiązywać do czegoś wielką wagę

sincere (adj)(adj) /sɪnˈsɪə/ szczery, prawdziwy

sincerity (n)(n) /sɪnˈserəti/ szczerość 

spontaneity (n)(n) /ˌspɒntəˈneɪəti/ spontaniczność

spontaneous (adj)(adj) /spɒnˈteɪniəs/ spontaniczny

stability (n)(n) /stəˈbɪləti/ równowaga, stabilizacja

stable (adj)(adj) /ˈsteɪbəl/ stały, stateczny 

streetwise (adj)(adj) /ˈstriːtwaɪz/ obrotny, cwany

strong-willed (adj)(adj) /ˌstrɒŋ ˈwɪld/ zdeterminowany

tactful (adj)(adj) /ˈtæktfəl/ taktowny

tactfulness (n)(n) /ˈtæktfəlnəs/ takt, stosowność

thin-skinned (adj)(adj) /ˌθɪn ˈskɪnd/ delikatny, wrażliwy

tight-fi sted (adj)(adj) /ˌtaɪt ˈfɪstɪd/ skąpy

tongue-tied (adj)(adj) /ˈtʌŋ taɪd/ oniemiały

tough (adj)(adj) /tʌf/ nieustępliwy, twardy

tribe (n)(n) /traɪb/ plemię, bractwo

trustworthy (adj)(adj) /ˈtrʌstˌwɜːði/ godny zaufania

underconfi dent (adj)(adj) /ˌʌndəˈkɒnfɪdənt/
niewystarczająco pewny siebie

what makes us tick      /ˌwɒt ˌmeɪks əs ˈtɪk/ coś, co nas 
nakręca

1B SPEAKING AND VOCABULARY
 5.2

administer a test      /ədˌmɪnɪstər ə ˈtest/ przeprowadzić 
test

anxiety-provoking      /æŋˈzaɪəti prəˌvəʊkɪŋ/ budzący 
niepokój

assessment (n)(n) /əˈsesmənt/ ocena

career path      /kəˈrɪə ˌpɑːθ/ ścieżka zawodowa

centre of attention      /ˈsentər əv əˌtenʃən/ centrum 
uwagi

cold fi sh (n)(n) /ˌkəʊld ˈfɪʃ/ osoba nieczuła i niewrażliwa

comprehensive (adj)(adj) /ˌkɒmprɪˈhensɪv/ całościowy, 
wyczerpujący

dark horse (n)(n) /ˌdɑːk ˈhɔːs/ czarny koń (w zawodach)

essentially (adv)(adv) /ɪˈsenʃəli/ w gruncie rzeczy, 
w zasadzie

have a bite to eat      /ˌhəv ə ˈbaɪt tə ˌiːt/ przegryźć coś

go-getter (n)(n) /ˌɡəʊ ˈɡetə/ osoba przebojowa i ambitna

hand down (phr v)(phr v) /ˌhænd ˈdaʊn/ przekazywać 
(z pokolenia na pokolenie)

ACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES IN CLASSACTIVITIES understanding as they can remember they could supply the first letter of each 
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REMEMBER MORE
1 In your notebook, complete the 

questions with prepositions. 
Answer the questions with your 
partner.

1 What are you nuts about ?
2 Are your choices in line with

what your parents want? 
3 Are there any people that you 

don’t click with ? Say who.
4 What do you set great 

store by ? 

2 In your notebook, complete the 
compound adjectives. Write your 
own example sentences using 
the words. 

1 self- centred , - aware , - obsessed

2 absent  -, narrow  -, like
-minded

3 In your notebook, complete 
the sentences with the correct 
adjectives formed from the 
words in bold.

1 Don’t be afraid to tell your boss 
what you think – try to be a bit 
more assertive (ASSERTION).

2 Our courses are inclusive
(INCLUSIVITY) – anyone can join. 

3 Jemma is a very discreet
(DISCRETION) hairdresser. 
She never tells anyone what 
her celebrity clients tell her. 

4 Cal is a sincere  (SINCERITY) 
employee, he’s very honest 
and says what he thinks. 

4 Read Active Vocabulary. Then 
complete the table in your 
notebook with some of the 
vocabulary from this unit. 

Key word 
(K)

Information 
(I)

Memory clue 
(M)

absent-
minded

forgetful I forget 
everything – 
I'm absent-
minded. 

ACTIVE 
VOCABULARY | KIM strategy

The KIM strategy is a visual way 
of recording and remembering 
vocabulary. In a table similar to 
the one above, write the key word 
(K), the information about the 
word (I), usually a defi nition, 
a synonym or a translation, 
and a memory clue (M) – this 
could be a drawing or an example 
sentence. 

Word List 

14

1A VOCABULARY AND SPEAKING
 5.1

absent-minded (adj) /ˌæbsəntˈmaɪndɪd/ roztargniony

absorbed by sth    /əbˈzɔːbd baɪ ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
zaabsorbowany czymś

assertive (adj) /əˈsɜːtɪv/ asertywny

assertiveness (n) /əˈsɜːtɪvnəs/ asertywność

be in line with sth    /bi ɪn ˈlaɪn wɪð ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ być 
zgodnym z czymś

be into sth (phr v) /bi ˈɪntə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ interesować, 
pasjonować się czymś

be nuts about sth    /bi ˈnʌts ˌəbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ zwariować 
na punkcie czegoś

by nature    /baɪˈ neɪtʃə/ z natury, z charakteru

capable (adj) /ˈkeɪpəbəl/ zdolny; kompetentny

click with sb    /ˈklɪk wɪð ˌsʌmbɒdi/ polubić kogoś 
natychmiast

come across as    /ˌkʌm əˈkrɒs əz/ sprawiać wrażenie

commitment (n) /kəˈmɪtmənt/ oddanie, poświęcenie

committed (adj) /kəˈmɪtəd/ oddany, zaangażowany

compassionate (adj) /kəmˈpæʃənət/ pełen współczucia

conceited (adj) /kənˈsiːtɪd/ zarozumiały

cutting-edge (adj) /ˌkʌtɪŋˈedʒ/ nowatorski

dedicated (adj) /ˈdedɪkeɪtɪd/ oddany

defensive (adj) /dɪˈfensɪv/ drażliwy, defensywny

discreet (adj) /dɪˈskriːt/ dyskretny

discretion (n) /dɪˈskreʃən/ dyskrecja

eye-catching (adj) /ˈaɪ ˌkætʃɪŋ/ przyciągający wzrok, 
efektowny

forward-looking (adj) /ˌfɔːwəd ˈlʊkɪŋ/ patrzący 
w przyszłość

frank (adj) /fræŋk/ szczery

frankness (n) /ˈfræŋknəs/ szczerość

get a kick out of sth    /ɡet ə ˈkɪk aʊt əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
emocjonować się czymś

heritage (n) /ˈherətɪdʒ/ spadek, dziedzictwo

highly strung (adj) /ˌhaɪli ˈstrʌŋ/ napięty, nerwowy

high-spirited (adj) /ˌhaɪ ˈspɪrɪtɪd/ pełen energii, 
żwawy

humble (adj) /ˈhʌmbəl/ skromny, pokorny

humility (n) /hjuːˈmɪləti/ skromność, pokora

inclusive (adj) /ɪnˈkluːsɪv/ inkluzywny, przeznaczony 
dla wszystkich

inclusiveness (n) /ɪnˈkluːsɪvnəs/ inkluzywność 
(włączanie do życia społecznego osób, które bywają 
z niego wykluczone, np. osób niepełnosprawnych)

inclusivity (n) /ˌɪnkluːˈsɪvəti/ inkluzywność (włączanie 
do życia społecznego osób, które bywają z niego 
wykluczone, np. osób niepełnosprawnych)

kind-hearted (adj) /ˌkaɪnd ˈhɑːtɪd/ życzliwy

laid-back (adj) /ˌleɪd ˈbæk/ zrelaksowany, wyluzowany

lifelong (adj) /ˈlaɪflɒŋ/ na całe życie, dożywotni

like-minded (adj) /ˌlaɪk ˈmaɪndɪd/ o podobnych 
upodobaniach

memorabilia (n) /ˌmemərəˈbɪliə/ pamiątki (związane 
ze sławnymi postaciami)

merciful (adj) /ˈmɜːsɪfəl/ litościwy, miłosierny

mercy (n) /ˈmɜːsi/ litość, łaska

narrow-minded (adj) /ˌnærəʊ ˈmaɪndɪd/ o wąskich 
horyzontach

over-the-top (adj) /ˌəʊvə ðə ˈtɒp/ przesadzony, 
wyolbrzymiony

overcooked (adj) /ˌəʊvəˈkʊkt/ rozgotowany

paramedic (n) /ˌpærəˈmedɪk/ ratownik medyczny

passionate about sth (adj) /ˈpæʃənət əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
być pasjonatem czegoś 

plump for (v) /ˈplʌmp fə/ wybierać coś, decydować 
się na coś

rate (v) /reɪt/ klasyfikować

resilient (adj) /rɪˈzɪliənt/ wytrzymały, odporny

say a lot about sb    /ˌseɪ ə ˈlɒt əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmbɒdi/ mówić 
wiele o kimś, wyjawiać czyjeś cechy

self-aware (adj) /ˌself əˈweə/ samoświadomy, 
samokrytyczny

self-centred (adj) /ˌself ˈsentəd/ egocentryczny

self-obsessed (adj) /ˌself əbˈsest/ mający obsesję 
na własnym punkcie, zapatrzony w siebie

set great store by sth    /ˌset ˌɡreɪt ˈstɔː baɪ ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
przywiązywać do czegoś wielką wagę

sincere (adj) /sɪnˈsɪə/ szczery, prawdziwy

sincerity (n) /sɪnˈserəti/ szczerość 

spontaneity (n) /ˌspɒntəˈneɪəti/ spontaniczność

spontaneous (adj) /spɒnˈteɪniəs/ spontaniczny

stability (n) /stəˈbɪləti/ równowaga, stabilizacja

stable (adj) /ˈsteɪbəl/ stały, stateczny 

streetwise (adj) /ˈstriːtwaɪz/ obrotny, cwany

strong-willed (adj) /ˌstrɒŋ ˈwɪld/ zdeterminowany

tactful (adj) /ˈtæktfəl/ taktowny

tactfulness (n) /ˈtæktfəlnəs/ takt, stosowność

thin-skinned (adj) /ˌθɪn ˈskɪnd/ delikatny, wrażliwy

tight-fi sted (adj) /ˌtaɪt ˈfɪstɪd/ skąpy

tongue-tied (adj) /ˈtʌŋ taɪd/ oniemiały

tough (adj) /tʌf/ nieustępliwy, twardy

tribe (n) /traɪb/ plemię, bractwo

trustworthy (adj) /ˈtrʌstˌwɜːði/ godny zaufania

underconfi dent (adj) /ˌʌndəˈkɒnfɪdənt/
niewystarczająco pewny siebie

what makes us tick    /ˌwɒt ˌmeɪks əs ˈtɪk/ coś, co nas 
nakręca

1B SPEAKING AND VOCABULARY
 5.2

administer a test    /ədˌmɪnɪstər ə ˈtest/ przeprowadzić 
test

anxiety-provoking    /æŋˈzaɪəti prəˌvəʊkɪŋ/ budzący 
niepokój

assessment (n) /əˈsesmənt/ ocena

career path    /kəˈrɪə ˌpɑːθ/ ścieżka zawodowa

centre of attention    /ˈsentər əv əˌtenʃən/ centrum 
uwagi

cold fi sh (n) /ˌkəʊld ˈfɪʃ/ osoba nieczuła i niewrażliwa

comprehensive (adj) /ˌkɒmprɪˈhensɪv/ całościowy, 
wyczerpujący

dark horse (n) /ˌdɑːk ˈhɔːs/ czarny koń (w zawodach)

essentially (adv) /ɪˈsenʃəli/ w gruncie rzeczy, 
w zasadzie

have a bite to eat    /ˌhəv ə ˈbaɪt tə ˌiːt/ przegryźć coś

go-getter (n) /ˌɡəʊ ˈɡetə/ osoba przebojowa i ambitna

hand down (phr v) /ˌhænd ˈdaʊn/ przekazywać 
(z pokolenia na pokolenie)
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if I’m hearing you correctly    /ɪf aɪm ˌhɪərɪŋ jə kəˈrektli/
jeśli dobrze rozumiem

I’ll pass    /aɪl ˈpɑːs/ odmówię; nie skorzystam

in a nutshell    /ɪn ə ˈnʌt-ʃel/ jednym słowem, w skrócie

in other words    /ɪn ˈʌðə wɜːdz/ innymi słowy

inject (v) /ɪnˈdʒekt/ wprowadzić, zaszczepić

let me get this straight    /ˌlet mi ɡet ðɪs ˈstreɪt/
wyjaśnijmy to sobie; powiedzmy to wprost 

live wire (n) /ˌlaɪv ˈwaɪə/ osoba energiczna

make an entrance    /ˌmeɪk ən ˈentrəns/ zrobić wejście, 
pojawić się gdzieś w sposób zwracający uwagę

mover and shaker (n) /ˈmuːvər ənd ˌʃeɪkə/ człowiek 
czynu; wpływowa osoba

overnight (adv) /ˌəʊvəˈnaɪt/ nagle, z dnia na dzień

pathway (n) /ˈpɑːθweɪ/ ścieżka

psychometric test    /ˌsaɪkəʊˈmetrɪk test/ test 
psychometryczny

(right) up your street    /(ˌraɪt) ˌʌp jə ˈstriːt/ w sam raz 
dla ciebie

simply put    /ˌsɪmpli ˈpʊt/ po prostu, w prostych 
słowach

smart alec (n) /ˌsmɑːt ˈælək/ mądrala

smart cookie (n) /ˌsmɑːt ˈkʊki/ osoba sprytna, zaradna

soft touch (n) /ˌsɒft ˈtʌtʃ/ osoba o miękkim sercu, 
łatwowierna

so you’re saying (that)    /ˌsəʊ jə ˈseɪ-ɪŋ (ˌðæt)/ więc 
chcesz powiedzieć, że

so, what it boils down to is that    /ˌsəʊ wɒt ɪt bɔɪlz 
ˈdaʊn tə s ˌðæt/ wszystko sprowadza się do tego, że 

super-driven    /ˈsuːpə ˌdrɪvən/ bardzo zdeterminowany

to put it another way    /tə ˌpʊt ɪt əˈnʌðə weɪ/ inaczej 
mówiąc 

wet blanket (n) /ˌwet ˈblæŋkɪt/ malkontent, osoba, 
która psuje innym zabawę

1C LISTENING AND VOCABULARY
 5.3      

behaviourist (n) /bɪˈheɪvjərɪst/ behawiorysta

boardroom (n) /ˈbɔːdruːm/ sala posiedzeń (gdzie 
spotyka się zarząd firmy)

caregiver (n) /ˈkeəˌɡɪvə/ opiekun (np. osoby starszej)

carpentry (n) /ˈkɑːpəntri/ stolarstwo

destiny (n) /ˈdestəni/ przeznaczenie

disposition (n) /ˌdɪspəˈzɪʃən/ usposobienie; skłonność

genetic engineering (n) /dʒəˌnetɪk ˌendʒəˈnɪərɪŋ/
inżynieria genetyczna

hereditary (adj) /həˈredətəri/ dziedziczny

imply (v) /ɪmˈplaɪ/ insynuować, sugerować 

inherit (sth) from sb    /ɪnˈherət (ˌsʌmθɪŋ) frəm 
ˌsʌmbɒdi/ odziedziczyć coś po kimś

mechanical drawing    /mɪˌkænɪkəl ˈdrɔːɪŋ/ rysunek 
techniczny

moulded (adj) /ˈməʊldɪd/ uformowany, 
ukształtowany

nurture (n) /ˈnɜːtʃə/ wychowywanie, opieka

obedience (n) /əˈbiːdiəns/ posłuszeństwo

o� spring (n) /ˈɒfˌsprɪŋ/ potomstwo

oversimplifi cation (n) /ˌəʊvəsɪmplɪfɪˈkeɪʃən/
nadmierne uproszczenie 

owe a great deal to sth    /ˌəʊ ə ˌɡreɪt ˈdiːl tə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
wiele czemuś zawdzięczać

predispose (v) /ˌpriːdɪsˈpəʊz/ predysponować

proponent (n) /prəˈpəʊnənt/ zwolennik

ring a bell    /ˌrɪŋ ə ˈbel/ brzmieć znajomo

salivate (v) /ˈsæləveɪt/ ślinić się

solely (adv) /ˈsəʊl-li/ wyłącznie

trait (n) /treɪt/ cecha

unsurprisingly (adv) /ˌʌnsəˈpraɪzɪŋli/ bez 
niespodzianek, zgodnie z oczekiwaniami

upbringing (n) /ˈʌpˌbrɪŋɪŋ/ wychowanie (dziecka)

vulnerability (n) /ˌvʌlnərəˈbɪləti/ podatność, 
wrażliwość

warrior gene    /ˈwɒriə ˌdʒiːn/ gen wojownika

willingness (n) /ˈwɪlɪŋnəs/ chęć, gotowość

1D GRAMMAR  5.4       

bookworm (n) /ˈbʊkwɜːm/ mól książkowy 

can’t be bothered (to do sth)    /ˌkɑːnt bi ˈbɒðəd (tə duː 
ˌsʌmθɪŋ)/ nie wysilać się zbytnio (aby coś zrobić)

develop a habit    /dɪˌveləp ə ˈhæbɪt/ wykształcić nawyk

fall fl at on your face    /ˌfɔːl ˈflæt ɒn jə ˌfeɪs/ upaść 
na twarz

get out of breath    /ˌɡet aʊt əv ˈbreθ/ złapać zadyszkę

keep quiet about sth    /ˌkiːp ˈkwaɪət əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
siedzieć cicho, nie powiedzieć nic na jakiś temat

make the most of sth    /ˌmeɪk ðə ˈməʊst əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
wykorzystać coś w pełni

running kit    /ˈrʌnɪŋ kɪt/ zestaw do biegania

spot (n) /spɒt/ cętka; plama, kropka

trip over sth (v) /ˈtrɪp ˌəʊvə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ potknąć się o coś

1E READING AND VOCABULARY
 5.5       

anglicisation (n) /ˌæŋɡlɪsaɪˈzeɪʃən/ anglicyzacja

assume (v) /əˈsjuːm/ przypuszczać

categorise sth (v) /ˈkætəɡəraɪz ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
kategoryzować

clime (n) /klaɪm/ strefa klimatyczna

cognition (n) /kɒɡˈnɪʃən/ postrzeganie

cognitive scientist    /ˌkɒɡnətɪv ˈsaɪəntɪst/ kognitywista 
(naukowiec zajmujący się badaniem procesów 
poznawczych)

comprehend (v) /ˌkɒmprɪˈhend/ pojmować, rozumieć

conceive of sth (v) /kənˈsiːv əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ wyobrażać 
sobie coś

conclude (v) /kənˈkluːd/ dochodzić do wniosku, 
wnioskować

conclusively (adv) /kənˈkluːsɪvli/ definitywnie, ponad 
wątpliwość

consider (v) /kənˈsɪdə/ rozważać; uznawać

contemplate (v) /ˈkɒntəmpleɪt/ rozważać, rozmyślać, 
zastanawiać się

deduce (v) /dɪˈdjuːs/ dedukować

frustratingly (adv) /frʌsˈtreɪtɪŋli/ frustrująco, irytująco

gather (v) /ˈɡæðə/ pojmować, rozumieć (na podstawie 
zebranych informacji)

grammatical feature    /ɡrəˌmætɪkəl ˈfiːtʃə/ zagadnienie 
gramatyczne

grasp (v) /ɡrɑːsp/ zrozumieć, pojąć

imply (v) /ɪmˈplaɪ/ insynuować, sugerować

linguistic relativity    /lɪŋˌɡwɪstɪk ˌreləˈtɪvəti/ relatywizm 
językowy 

mould (v) /məʊld/ formować, kształtować

of vital importance    /əv ˌvaɪtl ɪmˈpɔːtəns/
o decydującym znaczeniu

outline sth (v) /ˈaʊtlaɪn ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ szkicować, 
przedstawiać w zarysie

perceive (v) /pəˈsiːv/ postrzegać

perception (n) /pəˈsepʃən/ postrzeganie, percepcja

quantify (v) /ˈkwɒntɪfaɪ/ określać ilość

recognise (v) /ˈrekəɡnaɪz/ rozpoznać

refl ect (v) /rɪˈflekt/ odzwierciedlać

research into sth    /rɪˈsɜːtʃ ˌɪntə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ badania 
naukowe nad czymś

shortcomings (n) /ˈʃɔːtˌkʌmɪŋz/ braki, wady

subtle distinction    /ˌsʌtl dɪˈstɪŋkʃən/ subtelna różnica

take on a new identity    /ˌteɪk ˈɒn ə ˌnju: aɪˈdentəti/
przyjąć nową tożsamość

the theory goes that    /ðə ˈθɪəri ˌɡəʊz ðət/ istnieje 
teoria, zgodnie z którą

there is plenty of evidence that    /ðeəz ˈplenti əv 
ˌevɪdəns ðət/ istnieje wiele dowodów na to, że 

1F WRITING AND VOCABULARY
 5.6      

be on the tip of your tongue    /ˌbi ɒn ðə ˈtɪp əv jə ˌtʌŋ/
mieć coś na końcu języka

bring back memories    /ˌbrɪŋ ˌbæk ˈmeməriz/
przywoływać wspomnienia

clear-out (n) /ˈklɪəraʊt/ generalne porządki 

come as a shock    /ˌkʌm əz ə ˈʃɒk/ zaszokować

constant companion    /ˌkɒnstənt kəmˈpænjən/
nieodłączny towarzysz

don’t have a clue    /ˌdəʊnt həv ə ˈkluː/ nie mieć pojęcia

evoke precious memories    /ɪˌvəʊk ˌpreʃəs ˈmeməriz/
przywoływać cenne wspomnienia

fail to realise    /ˌfeɪl tə ˈrɪəlaɪz/ nie zdawać sobie sprawy

fl ood back (phr v) /ˌflʌd ˈbæk/ przywołać ponownie, 
np. wspomnienia

fondest childhood memories    /ˌfɒndɪst ˌtʃaɪldhʊd 
ˈmeməriz/ najmilsze wspomnienia z dzieciństwa

go missing    /ˌɡəʊ ˈmɪsɪŋ/ zaginąć

have no choice but to    /həv ˌnəʊ ˈtʃɔɪs bət tə/ nie mieć 
wyboru

hold many memories    /ˈhəʊld ˌmeni ˌmeməriz/
zachować wiele wspomnień

keep an eye on sb/sth    /ˌkiːp ən ˈaɪ ɒn ˌsʌmbɒdi/
ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ nie spuszczać kogoś/czegoś z oczu, bacznie 
obserwować

might as well    /ˈmaɪt əz ˌwel/ równie dobrze można

much to my delight    /ˌmʌtʃ tə maɪ dɪˈlaɪt/ ku mojej 
wielkiej radości

no matter    /nəʊ ˈmætə/ bez względu na

profound infl uence on    /prəˌfaʊnd ˈɪnfluəns ɒn/
głęboki wpływ na 

shabby (adj) /ˈʃæbi/ zniszczony, odrapany, obskurny

tuck sth behind sth    /ˈtʌk ˌsʌmθɪŋ bɪˌhaɪnd ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
upchnąć, schować coś za czymś / z tyłu

a separate piece of paper. On the same 
piece of paper, they should write three 
more words which should not be used 
when giving a definition of that word. 
Join pairs together into groups of four 
and get them to put their cards in two 
piles face down on the desk. They take 
it in turns to pick one card from the 
other pair’s pile and give a definition 

of the word on the card without using 
the ‘taboo’ words. If their partner 
guesses the word, they win a point. 
If not, or if the student giving the 
definition uses one of the taboo words, 
the card is ‘burnt’ and no points are 
scored. The pair with the most points 
at the end are the winners.
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• Workbook p. 11
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if I’m hearing you correctly      /ɪf aɪm ˌhɪərɪŋ jə kəˈrektli/
jeśli dobrze rozumiem

I’ll pass      /aɪl ˈpɑːs/ odmówię; nie skorzystam

in a nutshell      /ɪn ə ˈnʌt-ʃel/ jednym słowem, w skrócie

in other words      /ɪn ˈʌðə wɜːdz/ innymi słowy

inject (v)(v) /ɪnˈdʒekt/ wprowadzić, zaszczepić

let me get this straight      /ˌlet mi ɡet ðɪs ˈstreɪt/
wyjaśnijmy to sobie; powiedzmy to wprost 

live wire (n)(n) /ˌlaɪv ˈwaɪə/ osoba energiczna

make an entrance      /ˌmeɪk ən ˈentrəns/ zrobić wejście, 
pojawić się gdzieś w sposób zwracający uwagę

mover and shaker (n)(n) /ˈmuːvər ənd ˌʃeɪkə/ człowiek 
czynu; wpływowa osoba

overnight (adv)(adv) /ˌəʊvəˈnaɪt/ nagle, z dnia na dzień

pathway (n)(n) /ˈpɑːθweɪ/ ścieżka

psychometric test      /ˌsaɪkəʊˈmetrɪk test/ test 
psychometryczny

(right) up your street      /(ˌraɪt) ˌʌp jə ˈstriːt/ w sam raz 
dla ciebie

simply put      /ˌsɪmpli ˈpʊt/ po prostu, w prostych 
słowach

smart alec (n)(n) /ˌsmɑːt ˈælək/ mądrala

smart cookie (n)(n) /ˌsmɑːt ˈkʊki/ osoba sprytna, zaradna

soft touch (n)(n) /ˌsɒft ˈtʌtʃ/ osoba o miękkim sercu, 
łatwowierna

so you’re saying (that)      /ˌsəʊ jə ˈseɪ-ɪŋ (ˌðæt)/ więc 
chcesz powiedzieć, że

so, what it boils down to is that      /ˌsəʊ wɒt ɪt bɔɪlz 
ˈdaʊn tə s ˌðæt/ wszystko sprowadza się do tego, że 

super-driven      /ˈsuːpə ˌdrɪvən/ bardzo zdeterminowany

to put it another way      /tə ˌpʊt ɪt əˈnʌðə weɪ/ inaczej 
mówiąc 

wet blanket (n)(n) /ˌwet ˈblæŋkɪt/ malkontent, osoba, 
która psuje innym zabawę

1C LISTENING AND VOCABULARY
 5.3      

behaviourist (n)(n) /bɪˈheɪvjərɪst/ behawiorysta

boardroom (n)(n) /ˈbɔːdruːm/ sala posiedzeń (gdzie 
spotyka się zarząd firmy)

caregiver (n)(n) /ˈkeəˌɡɪvə/ opiekun (np. osoby starszej)

carpentry (n)(n) /ˈkɑːpəntri/ stolarstwo

destiny (n)(n) /ˈdestəni/ przeznaczenie

disposition (n)(n) /ˌdɪspəˈzɪʃən/ usposobienie; skłonność

genetic engineering (n)(n) /dʒəˌnetɪk ˌendʒəˈnɪərɪŋ/
inżynieria genetyczna

hereditary (adj)(adj) /həˈredətəri/ dziedziczny

imply (v)(v) /ɪmˈplaɪ/ insynuować, sugerować 

inherit (sth) from sb      /ɪnˈherət (ˌsʌmθɪŋ) frəm 
ˌsʌmbɒdi/ odziedziczyć coś po kimś

mechanical drawing      /mɪˌkænɪkəl ˈdrɔːɪŋ/ rysunek 
techniczny

moulded (adj)(adj) /ˈməʊldɪd/ uformowany, 
ukształtowany

nurture (n)(n) /ˈnɜːtʃə/ wychowywanie, opieka

obedience (n)(n) /əˈbiːdiəns/ posłuszeństwo

o� spring (n)(n) /ˈɒfˌsprɪŋ/ potomstwo

oversimplifi cation (n)(n) /ˌəʊvəsɪmplɪfɪˈkeɪʃən/
nadmierne uproszczenie 

owe a great deal to sth      /ˌəʊ ə ˌɡreɪt ˈdiːl tə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
wiele czemuś zawdzięczać

predispose (v)(v) /ˌpriːdɪsˈpəʊz/ predysponować

proponent (n)(n) /prəˈpəʊnənt/ zwolennik

ring a bell      /ˌrɪŋ ə ˈbel/ brzmieć znajomo

salivate (v)(v) /ˈsæləveɪt/ ślinić się

solely (adv)(adv) /ˈsəʊl-li/ wyłącznie

trait (n)(n) /treɪt/ cecha

unsurprisingly (adv)(adv) /ˌʌnsəˈpraɪzɪŋli/ bez 
niespodzianek, zgodnie z oczekiwaniami

upbringing (n)(n) /ˈʌpˌbrɪŋɪŋ/ wychowanie (dziecka)

vulnerability (n)(n) /ˌvʌlnərəˈbɪləti/ podatność, 
wrażliwość

warrior gene      /ˈwɒriə ˌdʒiːn/ gen wojownika

willingness (n)(n) /ˈwɪlɪŋnəs/ chęć, gotowość

1D GRAMMAR  5.4       

bookworm (n)(n) /ˈbʊkwɜːm/ mól książkowy 

can’t be bothered (to do sth)      /ˌkɑːnt bi ˈbɒðəd (tə duː 
ˌsʌmθɪŋ)/ nie wysilać się zbytnio (aby coś zrobić)

develop a habit      /dɪˌveləp ə ˈhæbɪt/ wykształcić nawyk

fall fl at on your face      /ˌfɔːl ˈflæt ɒn jə ˌfeɪs/ upaść 
na twarz

get out of breath      /ˌɡet aʊt əv ˈbreθ/ złapać zadyszkę

keep quiet about sth      /ˌkiːp ˈkwaɪət əˌbaʊt ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
siedzieć cicho, nie powiedzieć nic na jakiś temat

make the most of sth      /ˌmeɪk ðə ˈməʊst əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
wykorzystać coś w pełni

running kit      /ˈrʌnɪŋ kɪt/ zestaw do biegania

spot (n)(n) /spɒt/ cętka; plama, kropka

trip over sth (v)(v) /ˈtrɪp ˌəʊvə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ potknąć się o coś

1E READING AND VOCABULARY
 5.5       

anglicisation (n)(n) /ˌæŋɡlɪsaɪˈzeɪʃən/ anglicyzacja

assume (v)(v) /əˈsjuːm/ przypuszczać

categorise sth (v)(v) /ˈkætəɡəraɪz ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
kategoryzować

clime (n)(n) /klaɪm/ strefa klimatyczna

cognition (n)(n) /kɒɡˈnɪʃən/ postrzeganie

cognitive scientist      /ˌkɒɡnətɪv ˈsaɪəntɪst/ kognitywista 
(naukowiec zajmujący się badaniem procesów 
poznawczych)

comprehend (v)(v) /ˌkɒmprɪˈhend/ pojmować, rozumieć

conceive of sth (v)(v) /kənˈsiːv əv ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ wyobrażać 
sobie coś

conclude (v)(v) /kənˈkluːd/ dochodzić do wniosku, 
wnioskować

conclusively (adv)(adv) /kənˈkluːsɪvli/ definitywnie, ponad 
wątpliwość

consider (v)(v) /kənˈsɪdə/ rozważać; uznawać

contemplate (v)(v) /ˈkɒntəmpleɪt/ rozważać, rozmyślać, 
zastanawiać się

deduce (v)(v) /dɪˈdjuːs/ dedukować

frustratingly (adv)(adv) /frʌsˈtreɪtɪŋli/ frustrująco, irytująco

gather (v)(v) /ˈɡæðə/ pojmować, rozumieć (na podstawie 
zebranych informacji)

grammatical feature      /ɡrəˌmætɪkəl ˈfiːtʃə/ zagadnienie 
gramatyczne

grasp (v)(v) /ɡrɑːsp/ zrozumieć, pojąć

imply (v)(v) /ɪmˈplaɪ/ insynuować, sugerować

linguistic relativity      /lɪŋˌɡwɪstɪk ˌreləˈtɪvəti/ relatywizm 
językowy 

mould (v)(v) /məʊld/ formować, kształtować

of vital importance      /əv ˌvaɪtl ɪmˈpɔːtəns/
o decydującym znaczeniu

outline sth (v)(v) /ˈaʊtlaɪn ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ szkicować, 
przedstawiać w zarysie

perceive (v)(v) /pəˈsiːv/ postrzegać

perception (n)(n) /pəˈsepʃən/ postrzeganie, percepcja

quantify (v)(v) /ˈkwɒntɪfaɪ/ określać ilość

recognise (v)(v) /ˈrekəɡnaɪz/ rozpoznać

refl ect (v)(v) /rɪˈflekt/ odzwierciedlać

research into sth      /rɪˈsɜːtʃ ˌɪntə ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ badania 
naukowe nad czymś

shortcomings (n)(n) /ˈʃɔːtˌkʌmɪŋz/ braki, wady

subtle distinction      /ˌsʌtl dɪˈstɪŋkʃən/ subtelna różnica

take on a new identity      /ˌteɪk ˈɒn ə ˌnju: aɪˈdentəti/
przyjąć nową tożsamość

the theory goes that      /ðə ˈθɪəri ˌɡəʊz ðət/ istnieje 
teoria, zgodnie z którą

there is plenty of evidence that      /ðeəz ˈplenti əv 
ˌevɪdəns ðət/ istnieje wiele dowodów na to, że 

1F WRITING AND VOCABULARY
 5.6      

be on the tip of your tongue      /ˌbi ɒn ðə ˈtɪp əv jə ˌtʌŋ/
mieć coś na końcu języka

bring back memories      /ˌbrɪŋ ˌbæk ˈmeməriz/
przywoływać wspomnienia

clear-out (n)(n) /ˈklɪəraʊt/ generalne porządki 

come as a shock      /ˌkʌm əz ə ˈʃɒk/ zaszokować

constant companion      /ˌkɒnstənt kəmˈpænjən/
nieodłączny towarzysz

don’t have a clue      /ˌdəʊnt həv ə ˈkluː/ nie mieć pojęcia

evoke precious memories      /ɪˌvəʊk ˌpreʃəs ˈmeməriz/
przywoływać cenne wspomnienia

fail to realise      /ˌfeɪl tə ˈrɪəlaɪz/ nie zdawać sobie sprawy

fl ood back (phr v)(phr v) /ˌflʌd ˈbæk/ przywołać ponownie, 
np. wspomnienia

fondest childhood memories      /ˌfɒndɪst ˌtʃaɪldhʊd 
ˈmeməriz/ najmilsze wspomnienia z dzieciństwa

go missing      /ˌɡəʊ ˈmɪsɪŋ/ zaginąć

have no choice but to      /həv ˌnəʊ ˈtʃɔɪs bət tə/ nie mieć 
wyboru

hold many memories      /ˈhəʊld ˌmeni ˌmeməriz/
zachować wiele wspomnień

keep an eye on sb/sth      /ˌkiːp ən ˈaɪ ɒn ˌsʌmbɒdi/
ˌsʌmθɪŋ/ nie spuszczać kogoś/czegoś z oczu, bacznie 
obserwować

might as well      /ˈmaɪt əz ˌwel/ równie dobrze można

much to my delight      /ˌmʌtʃ tə maɪ dɪˈlaɪt/ ku mojej 
wielkiej radości

no matter      /nəʊ ˈmætə/ bez względu na

profound infl uence on      /prəˌfaʊnd ˈɪnfluəns ɒn/
głęboki wpływ na 

shabby (adj)(adj) /ˈʃæbi/ zniszczony, odrapany, obskurny

tuck sth behind sth      /ˈtʌk ˌsʌmθɪŋ bɪˌhaɪnd ˌsʌmθɪŋ/
upchnąć, schować coś za czymś / z tyłu

a separate piece of paper. On the same of the word on the card without using FURTHER PRACTICE
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01 Revision

4 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 
Write the answers in your notebook.

1 It had rained / had been raining for a while by the time 
we left the theatre.

2 I’ve had / been having this habit of counting my steps 
ever since I started primary school.

3 We’ll have looked / be looking at the past and present 
tenses over the next few lessons.

4 I’ve  dreamt / been dreaming about our old town 
several times recently.

5 By the time this train gets in, they’ll have waited / 
have been waiting for us for over an hour.

5 In your notebook, complete the conversation with the 
continuous, perfect or perfect continuous form of the 
verbs in brackets.

A Hi. I haven’t heard from you for a while, what 
1have you been doing (you / do) with yourself?

B Good to see you! Sorry, I 2was planning (plan) to call you 
last night, but never got round to it. 
I 3‘ve been watching (watch) a highly interesting TV series 
on and o�  for a while now – it’s about researching 
your ancestry. So, I decided to have a go and I 4‘ve found 
(fi nd) several really useful websites. I 5‘d never realised
(never / realise) before that it could be so fascinating. 

A Yeah – I 6‘ve been meaning (mean) to catch that series too.
I 7‘m finding (fi nd) college work a bit heavy at the 
moment. How 8are you getting on (you / get on) with the 
research?

B I know what you mean about the assignments! 
I’ve missed a couple, so no doubt I 9‘ll be spending (spend) 
next week catching up! But, by the end of the month, 
I 10‘ll have been researching (research) my family history for 
a good three weeks, so I should have some results! 

USE OF ENGLISH

6 In your notebook, complete the text with the 
correct form of the words in capitals.

STRATEGY | Word formation

Read the text through fi rst to have an idea of the general 
meaning before you focus on the individual gaps. 

Use of English > page 171

ARE YOU THE RIGHT PERSON?
We are looking for volunteers to staff our hostels and 
help street sleepers during the winter months. It would 
be a(n) 1(over)simplification (SIMPLIFY) to say that the ideal 
volunteer is anyone who is kind-hearted. However, we do 
need our staff to be of a friendly 2 disposition (DISPOSE). 
Our people need to be able to deal with many issues so 
we would hope to attract people who are 3compassionate
(COMPASSION) and tactful. Moreover, you need to be 
able to use your 4 discretion (DISCREET). The 5 vulnerability
(VULNERABLE) of people in need cannot be overstated. 
They have very little 6 stability (STABLE) in their 
lives. We're only looking for 7 dedicated (DEDICATE)
individuals. Our volunteers need to have a high sense of 
8 commitment (COMMIT), so please apply only if you are 
willing to devote signifi cant amounts of your time.

VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR

1 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 
Write the answers in your notebook.  

1 He’s very conceited / humble / tough and brags about 
how good he is at everything all the time.

2 Are you deciding / implying / conceiving that people are 
more infl uenced by their upbringing than their genes?

3 The writer of the article is a mover / proponent / 
go-getter of the theory that early childhood habits last 
a lifetime.

4 There is very little discretion / humility / spontaneity
in my cousin’s life as he always plans everything 
down to the last detail.

5 I simply can’t conclude / assume / comprehend why 
two sisters with the same parents have such di� erent 
personalities.

6 I suppose our boss is very forward -seeing / -looking /
-minded and always thinks about the long-term future 
of the business, rather than what’s just round the corner.

2 Find one mistake in every sentence and correct it in 
your notebook.

1 She thinks she’s a real clever alec, but she actually got 
the answer wrong. smart

2 The story is about the life of an old man who was so 
close-fi sted that he refused to give any of his family 
birthday cards. tight

3 In my opinion, Katy is a black horse and I’m sure she 
knows much more about the situation than she’s 
letting on. dark

4 You must not be thin-minded when entering into 
discussions on this topic as our own views are not 
always that well-informed. narrow

5 The new teacher is a real bright wire and lessons are 
certainly more interesting these days! live

6 Don’t be so negative, you’re such a damp blanket! 
I’m sure we’ll have a great time. wet

3 Complete the words in the sentences. Write the 
answers in your notebook.

1 I would just love to be a social  butterfl y,
but unfortunately, I’m way too shy.

2 Many parents encourage their offspring  to be 
streetwise in order to be really successful in life.

3 His particular sense of humour is a personality 
trait  shared by his whole family.

4 The nature versus nurture  debate is one that 
will continue to engage people for a very long time.

5 His extreme physical fl exibility 
is hereditary : both his father and grandfather 
were very fl exible too.  

6 My uncle has always been a soft  touch and 
was forever giving me and my brother money when 
we were young.
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READING

7 Read the text about the 
signifi cance of fi rst impressions. Match 
questions 1–6 to paragraphs A–E. One 
paragraph matches two questions.

A  First impressions are important in our personal and 
professional lives, which is why we need to be aware of the 
signals we are sending out and, if necessary, change them. 
Most people understand that a smile and eye contact are 
generally perceived positively so they make use of these 
strategically. On the other hand, they may be completely 
oblivious to the fact that their crossed arms can make them 
look closed or even hostile. Occasionally, even the most 
amiable person can have something on their mind which can 
a� ect how they feel. Rather than letting this show, they can 
use a technique such as thinking of something amusing that 
will put a smile on their face as they enter the room to meet 
and greet the people there.

B  So, you’ve conquered your nerves and turned up at the 
party. You stride into the room, smile at everyone and greet 
them with a fi rm handshake. But what now? After all, fi rst 
impressions are not just about physical appearance. We also 
make judgements about people when we start to talk to 
them. Introverted people seem to be at a disadvantage, but 
all is not lost. There are tried and tested topics, such as the 
weather, for example, or you can use visual or oral clues to 
stimulate the conversation: an interesting accent – ‘Where 
are you from?’ A band T-shirt – ‘Oh are you a fan?’ 
If you are lucky, the person you ask will be a chatty 
extrovert happy to be in the company of someone who 
doesn’t interrupt their well-practised anecdotes. 

C  Whenever the topic of fi rst impressions is raised, 
job interviews are sure to be mentioned. Many of them 
start o�  with a few introductory questions aimed at 
settling the interviewee’s nerves, as if this was a friendly 
encounter rather than a serious assessment of suitability.  
In an interesting study, objective outsiders were split into 
two groups to watch a video of the interview. One group
watched the entire thing, the other missed out the initial,
informal chat. The fi rst group’s judgement of the candidate’s 
performance was, to a large extent, dependent on the 
impression they made at the start. So, it turns out that 
a talented candidate may be rejected for a position simply 
because they fi nd social chit-chat di�  cult.

D  To a certain extent, we can infl uence the impressions 
we make on other people, for example by controlling our 
facial expression and not frowning or looking bored. 
Unfortunately, we are at the mercy of what nature has 
given us. Our appearance may be perceived as positive in 
some situations, but not in others. A good example can be 
an attractive baby face on a police o�  cer which may lead 
to a perception of weakness and fallibility and, if we remind 
another person of someone disagreeable in some way, 
this association will be hard to shake o�  whatever we do. 
We just have to make the most of what we have got and 
hope that this will be enough.

E  Some experts claim that there are two main aspects 
to fi rst impressions: trustworthiness and competence. 
It may be assumed that the importance of each depends 
on the situation, for example, trustworthiness in personal 
relationships and competence in more professional 
situations. However, research indicates that competence 
always takes second place to trustworthiness. This isn’t as 
remarkable as it may at fi rst appear. After all, without trust, 
how can we be sure that the air of competence we notice is 
genuine? Confl icting clues to our true feelings or personality 
can make us di�  cult to trust. As a result, a seemingly warm 
smile can be more o� -putting than inviting if our tone of 
voice doesn't go hand in hand with it.

In which paragraph does the author make the 

following statements?

1  A fi rst impression can have an important e� ect on the 
overall impression. C

2 We may come across more negatively than we realise. A
3  Certain aspects of fi rst impressions are beyond our 

control. D
4  A positive expression may not always create a favourable 

fi rst impression. E
5  It’s important to keep your ears and eyes open for small 

talk openers. B
6  There are ways to overcome temporary mood swings. A
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FURTHER PRACTICE

• Use of English, Student’s Book p. 171

• Unit self-check, Workbook p. 12

• Matura self-check, Workbook p. 13

• Extra digital activities: Use of English, 
Reading, Listening

• Class debates pp. 344–345

ASSESSMENT

• Unit 1 Test

01 Revision

4 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 
Write the answers in your notebook.

1 It had rained / had been raining for a while by the time 
we left the theatre.

2 I’ve had / been having this habit of counting my steps 
ever since I started primary school.

3 We’ll have looked / be looking at the past and present 
tenses over the next few lessons.

4 I’ve  dreamt / been dreamingdreamt / been dreamingdreamt  about our old town 
several times recently.

5 By the time this train gets in, they’ll have waited / 
have been waiting for us for over an hour.

5 In your notebook, complete the conversation with the 
continuous, perfect or perfect continuous form of the 
verbs in brackets.

A Hi. I haven’t heard from you for a while, what 
1have you been doinghave you been doing (you / do) with yourself? (you / do) with yourself?

B Good to see you! Sorry, I 2was planningwas planning (plan) to call you  (plan) to call you 
last night, but never got round to it. 
I 3‘ve been watching‘ve been watching (watch) a highly interesting TV series  (watch) a highly interesting TV series 
on and o�  for a while now – it’s about researching 
your ancestry. So, I decided to have a go and I 4‘ve found 
(fi nd) several really useful websites. I 5‘d never realised
(never / realise) before that it could be so fascinating. 

A Yeah – I 6‘ve been meaning‘ve been meaning (mean) to catch that series too. (mean) to catch that series too.
I 7‘m finding‘m finding (fi nd) college work a bit heavy at the  (fi nd) college work a bit heavy at the 
moment. How 8are you getting onare you getting on (you / get on) with the  (you / get on) with the 
research?

B I know what you mean about the assignments! 
I’ve missed a couple, so no doubt I 9‘ll be spending‘ll be spending (spend)  (spend) 
next week catching up! But, by the end of the month, 
I 10‘ll have been researching‘ll have been researching (research) my family history for  (research) my family history for 
a good three weeks, so I should have some results! 

USE OF ENGLISH

6 In your notebook, complete the text with the 
correct form of the words in capitals.

STRATEGY | Word formation

Read the text through fi rst to have an idea of the general 
meaning before you focus on the individual gaps. 

Use of English > page 171

ARE YOU THE RIGHT PERSON?
We are looking for volunteers to staff our hostels and 
help street sleepers during the winter months. It would 
be a(n) 1(over)simplification(over)simplification (SIMPLIFY) to say that the ideal 
volunteer is anyone who is kind-hearted. However, we do 
need our staff to be of a friendly 2 dispositiondisposition (DISPOSE). 
Our people need to be able to deal with many issues so 
we would hope to attract people who are 3compassionatecompassionate
(COMPASSION) and tactful. Moreover, you need to be 
able to use your 4 discretion (DISCREET). The 5 vulnerabilityvulnerability
(VULNERABLE) of people in need cannot be overstated. 
They have very little 6 stabilitystability (STABLE) in their 
lives. We're only looking for 7 dedicated (DEDICATE)
individuals. Our volunteers need to have a high sense of 
8 commitment (COMMIT), so please apply only if you are 
willing to devote signifi cant amounts of your time.

VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR

1 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 
Write the answers in your notebook.  

1 He’s very conceited / humble / tough and brags about 
how good he is at everything all the time.

2 Are you deciding / implying / conceiving that people are 
more infl uenced by their upbringing than their genes?

3 The writer of the article is a mover / proponent / mover / proponent / mover / proponent
go-getter of the theory that early childhood habits last 
a lifetime.

4 There is very little discretion / humility / spontaneity
in my cousin’s life as he always plans everything 
down to the last detail.

5 I simply can’t conclude / assume / comprehend why 
two sisters with the same parents have such di� erent 
personalities.

6 I suppose our boss is very forward -seeing / -looking /
-minded and always thinks about the long-term future 
of the business, rather than what’s just round the corner.

2 Find one mistake in every sentence and correct it in 
your notebook.

1 She thinks she’s a real clever alec, but she actually got 
the answer wrong. smart

2 The story is about the life of an old man who was so 
close-fi sted that he refused to give any of his family 
birthday cards. tight

3 In my opinion, Katy is a black horse and I’m sure she 
knows much more about the situation than she’s 
letting on. dark

4 You must not be thin-minded when entering into 
discussions on this topic as our own views are not 
always that well-informed. narrow

5 The new teacher is a real bright wire and lessons are 
certainly more interesting these days! live

6 Don’t be so negative, you’re such a damp blanket! 
I’m sure we’ll have a great time. wet

3 Complete the words in the sentences. Write the 
answers in your notebook.

1 I would just love to be a social  butterfl y, butterfl y,
but unfortunately, I’m way too shy.

2 Many parents encourage their offspringffspring  to be 
streetwise in order to be really successful in life.

3 His particular sense of humour is a personality 
trait  shared by his whole family. shared by his whole family.

4 The nature versus nurture  debate is one that 
will continue to engage people for a very long time.

5 His extreme physical fl exibility 
is hereditaryereditary : both his father and grandfather 
were very fl exible too.  

6 My uncle has always been a soft  touch and 
was forever giving me and my brother money when 
we were young.
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01 Revision

4 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 
Write the answers in your notebook.

1 It had rained / had been raining for a while by the time 
we left the theatre.

2 I’ve had / been having this habit of counting my steps 
ever since I started primary school.

3 We’ll have looked / be looking at the past and present 
tenses over the next few lessons.

4 I’ve  dreamt / been dreaming about our old town 
several times recently.

5 By the time this train gets in, they’ll have waited / 
have been waiting for us for over an hour.

5 In your notebook, complete the conversation with the 
continuous, perfect or perfect continuous form of the 
verbs in brackets.

A Hi. I haven’t heard from you for a while, what 
1have you been doing (you / do) with yourself?

B Good to see you! Sorry, I 2was planning (plan) to call you 
last night, but never got round to it. 
I 3‘ve been watching (watch) a highly interesting TV series 
on and o�  for a while now – it’s about researching 
your ancestry. So, I decided to have a go and I 4‘ve found 
(fi nd) several really useful websites. I 5‘d never realised
(never / realise) before that it could be so fascinating. 

A Yeah – I 6‘ve been meaning (mean) to catch that series too.
I 7‘m finding (fi nd) college work a bit heavy at the 
moment. How 8are you getting on (you / get on) with the 
research?

B I know what you mean about the assignments! 
I’ve missed a couple, so no doubt I 9‘ll be spending (spend) 
next week catching up! But, by the end of the month, 
I 10‘ll have been researching (research) my family history for 
a good three weeks, so I should have some results! 

USE OF ENGLISH

6 In your notebook, complete the text with the 
correct form of the words in capitals.

STRATEGY | Word formation

Read the text through fi rst to have an idea of the general 
meaning before you focus on the individual gaps. 

Use of English > page 171

ARE YOU THE RIGHT PERSON?
We are looking for volunteers to staff our hostels and 
help street sleepers during the winter months. It would 
be a(n) 1(over)simplification (SIMPLIFY) to say that the ideal 
volunteer is anyone who is kind-hearted. However, we do 
need our staff to be of a friendly 2 disposition (DISPOSE). 
Our people need to be able to deal with many issues so 
we would hope to attract people who are 3compassionate
(COMPASSION) and tactful. Moreover, you need to be 
able to use your 4 discretion (DISCREET). The 5 vulnerability
(VULNERABLE) of people in need cannot be overstated. 
They have very little 6 stability (STABLE) in their 
lives. We're only looking for 7 dedicated (DEDICATE)
individuals. Our volunteers need to have a high sense of 
8 commitment (COMMIT), so please apply only if you are 
willing to devote signifi cant amounts of your time.

VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR

1 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 
Write the answers in your notebook.  

1 He’s very conceited / humble / tough and brags about 
how good he is at everything all the time.

2 Are you deciding / implying / conceiving that people are 
more infl uenced by their upbringing than their genes?

3 The writer of the article is a mover / proponent / 
go-getter of the theory that early childhood habits last 
a lifetime.

4 There is very little discretion / humility / spontaneity
in my cousin’s life as he always plans everything 
down to the last detail.

5 I simply can’t conclude / assume / comprehend why 
two sisters with the same parents have such di� erent 
personalities.

6 I suppose our boss is very forward -seeing / -looking /
-minded and always thinks about the long-term future 
of the business, rather than what’s just round the corner.

2 Find one mistake in every sentence and correct it in 
your notebook.

1 She thinks she’s a real clever alec, but she actually got 
the answer wrong. smart

2 The story is about the life of an old man who was so 
close-fi sted that he refused to give any of his family 
birthday cards. tight

3 In my opinion, Katy is a black horse and I’m sure she 
knows much more about the situation than she’s 
letting on. dark

4 You must not be thin-minded when entering into 
discussions on this topic as our own views are not 
always that well-informed. narrow

5 The new teacher is a real bright wire and lessons are 
certainly more interesting these days! live

6 Don’t be so negative, you’re such a damp blanket! 
I’m sure we’ll have a great time. wet

3 Complete the words in the sentences. Write the 
answers in your notebook.

1 I would just love to be a social  butterfl y,
but unfortunately, I’m way too shy.

2 Many parents encourage their offspring  to be 
streetwise in order to be really successful in life.

3 His particular sense of humour is a personality 
trait  shared by his whole family.

4 The nature versus nurture  debate is one that 
will continue to engage people for a very long time.

5 His extreme physical fl exibility 
is hereditary : both his father and grandfather 
were very fl exible too.  

6 My uncle has always been a soft  touch and 
was forever giving me and my brother money when 
we were young.

1616

READING

7 Read the text about the 
signifi cance of fi rst impressions. Match 
questions 1–6 to paragraphs A–E. One 
paragraph matches two questions.

A  First impressions are important in our personal and 
professional lives, which is why we need to be aware of the 
signals we are sending out and, if necessary, change them. 
Most people understand that a smile and eye contact are 
generally perceived positively so they make use of these 
strategically. On the other hand, they may be completely 
oblivious to the fact that their crossed arms can make them 
look closed or even hostile. Occasionally, even the most 
amiable person can have something on their mind which can 
a� ect how they feel. Rather than letting this show, they can 
use a technique such as thinking of something amusing that 
will put a smile on their face as they enter the room to meet 
and greet the people there.

B  So, you’ve conquered your nerves and turned up at the 
party. You stride into the room, smile at everyone and greet 
them with a fi rm handshake. But what now? After all, fi rst 
impressions are not just about physical appearance. We also 
make judgements about people when we start to talk to 
them. Introverted people seem to be at a disadvantage, but 
all is not lost. There are tried and tested topics, such as the 
weather, for example, or you can use visual or oral clues to 
stimulate the conversation: an interesting accent – ‘Where 
are you from?’ A band T-shirt – ‘Oh are you a fan?’ 
If you are lucky, the person you ask will be a chatty 
extrovert happy to be in the company of someone who 
doesn’t interrupt their well-practised anecdotes. 

C  Whenever the topic of fi rst impressions is raised, 
job interviews are sure to be mentioned. Many of them 
start o�  with a few introductory questions aimed at 
settling the interviewee’s nerves, as if this was a friendly 
encounter rather than a serious assessment of suitability.  
In an interesting study, objective outsiders were split into 
two groups to watch a video of the interview. One group
watched the entire thing, the other missed out the initial,
informal chat. The fi rst group’s judgement of the candidate’s 
performance was, to a large extent, dependent on the 
impression they made at the start. So, it turns out that 
a talented candidate may be rejected for a position simply 
because they fi nd social chit-chat di�  cult.

D  To a certain extent, we can infl uence the impressions 
we make on other people, for example by controlling our 
facial expression and not frowning or looking bored. 
Unfortunately, we are at the mercy of what nature has 
given us. Our appearance may be perceived as positive in 
some situations, but not in others. A good example can be 
an attractive baby face on a police o�  cer which may lead 
to a perception of weakness and fallibility and, if we remind 
another person of someone disagreeable in some way, 
this association will be hard to shake o�  whatever we do. 
We just have to make the most of what we have got and 
hope that this will be enough.

E  Some experts claim that there are two main aspects 
to fi rst impressions: trustworthiness and competence. 
It may be assumed that the importance of each depends 
on the situation, for example, trustworthiness in personal 
relationships and competence in more professional 
situations. However, research indicates that competence 
always takes second place to trustworthiness. This isn’t as 
remarkable as it may at fi rst appear. After all, without trust, 
how can we be sure that the air of competence we notice is 
genuine? Confl icting clues to our true feelings or personality 
can make us di�  cult to trust. As a result, a seemingly warm 
smile can be more o� -putting than inviting if our tone of 
voice doesn't go hand in hand with it.

In which paragraph does the author make the 

following statements?

1  A fi rst impression can have an important e� ect on the 
overall impression. C

2 We may come across more negatively than we realise. A
3  Certain aspects of fi rst impressions are beyond our 

control. D
4  A positive expression may not always create a favourable 

fi rst impression. E
5  It’s important to keep your ears and eyes open for small 

talk openers. B
6  There are ways to overcome temporary mood swings. A
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READING

7 Read the text about the 
signifi cance of fi rst impressions. Match 
questions 1–6 to paragraphs A–E. One 
paragraph matches two questions.

A  First impressions are important in our personal and 
professional lives, which is why we need to be aware of the 
signals we are sending out and, if necessary, change them. 
Most people understand that a smile and eye contact are 
generally perceived positively so they make use of these 
strategically. On the other hand, they may be completely 
oblivious to the fact that their crossed arms can make them 
look closed or even hostile. Occasionally, even the most 
amiable person can have something on their mind which can 
a� ect how they feel. Rather than letting this show, they can 
use a technique such as thinking of something amusing that 
will put a smile on their face as they enter the room to meet 
and greet the people there.

B  So, you’ve conquered your nerves and turned up at the 
party. You stride into the room, smile at everyone and greet 
them with a fi rm handshake. But what now? After all, fi rst 
impressions are not just about physical appearance. We also 
make judgements about people when we start to talk to 
them. Introverted people seem to be at a disadvantage, but 
all is not lost. There are tried and tested topics, such as the 
weather, for example, or you can use visual or oral clues to 
stimulate the conversation: an interesting accent – ‘Where 
are you from?’ A band T-shirt – ‘Oh are you a fan?’ 
If you are lucky, the person you ask will be a chatty 
extrovert happy to be in the company of someone who 
doesn’t interrupt their well-practised anecdotes. 

C  Whenever the topic of fi rst impressions is raised, 
job interviews are sure to be mentioned. Many of them 
start o�  with a few introductory questions aimed at 
settling the interviewee’s nerves, as if this was a friendly 
encounter rather than a serious assessment of suitability.  
In an interesting study, objective outsiders were split into 
two groups to watch a video of the interview. One group
watched the entire thing, the other missed out the initial,
informal chat. The fi rst group’s judgement of the candidate’s 
performance was, to a large extent, dependent on the 
impression they made at the start. So, it turns out that 
a talented candidate may be rejected for a position simply 
because they fi nd social chit-chat di�  cult.

D  To a certain extent, we can infl uence the impressions 
we make on other people, for example by controlling our 
facial expression and not frowning or looking bored. 
Unfortunately, we are at the mercy of what nature has 
given us. Our appearance may be perceived as positive in 
some situations, but not in others. A good example can be 
an attractive baby face on a police o�  cer which may lead 
to a perception of weakness and fallibility and, if we remind 
another person of someone disagreeable in some way, 
this association will be hard to shake o�  whatever we do. 
We just have to make the most of what we have got and 
hope that this will be enough.

E  Some experts claim that there are two main aspects 
to fi rst impressions: trustworthiness and competence. 
It may be assumed that the importance of each depends 
on the situation, for example, trustworthiness in personal 
relationships and competence in more professional 
situations. However, research indicates that competence 
always takes second place to trustworthiness. This isn’t as 
remarkable as it may at fi rst appear. After all, without trust, 
how can we be sure that the air of competence we notice is 
genuine? Confl icting clues to our true feelings or personality 
can make us di�  cult to trust. As a result, a seemingly warm 
smile can be more o� -putting than inviting if our tone of 
voice doesn't go hand in hand with it.

In which paragraph does the author make the 

following statements?

1  A fi rst impression can have an important e� ect on the 
overall impression. C

2 We may come across more negatively than we realise. A
3  Certain aspects of fi rst impressions are beyond our 

control. D
4  A positive expression may not always create a favourable 

fi rst impression. E
5  It’s important to keep your ears and eyes open for small 

talk openers. B
6  There are ways to overcome temporary mood swings. A
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